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Abstract

This paper builds a new model of financial exchange competition, tailored to the institutional details of the modern US stock market. In equilibrium, exchange trading fees are
competitive but exchanges are able to earn economic profits from the sale of speed technology. We document stylized facts consistent with these results. We then use the model
to analyze incentives for market design innovation. The novel tension between private and
social innovation incentives is incumbents’ rents from speed technology in the status quo.
This creates a disincentive to adopt new market designs that eliminate latency arbitrage
and the high-frequency trading arms race.
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Introduction
“We must consider, for example, whether the increasingly expensive search for speed has
passed the point of diminishing returns. I am personally wary of prescriptive regulation
that attempts to identify an optimal trading speed, but I am receptive to more flexible,
competitive solutions that could be adopted by trading venues. These could include frequent batch auctions or other mechanisms designed to minimize speed advantages. . . . A
key question is whether trading venues have sufficient opportunity and flexibility to innovate successfully with initiatives that seek to deemphasize speed as a key to trading success
in order to further serve the interests of investors. If not, we must reconsider the SEC rules
and market practices that stand in the way.” (Securities and Exchange Commission Chair
Mary Jo White, June 2014)

As of 2020, all 13 stock exchanges in the United States use a market design called the continuous
limit order book. Academic research has shown that this market design gives rise to a phenomenon
called “latency arbitrage” (Budish, Cramton and Shim, 2015), defined formally as arbitrage rents
from symmetrically observed public information, as distinct from the rents from asymmetric private
information that are at the heart of classic models of market microstructure (Kyle, 1985; Glosten and
Milgrom, 1985). Latency arbitrage rents, in turn, lead to a socially wasteful arms race for trading
speed. The race for trading speed is currently measured in microseconds (millionths of a second) and
even nanoseconds (billionths). The “size of the prize” in the arms race for speed has recently been
estimated at $5 billion per year in global equities markets (Aquilina, Budish and O’Neill, 2020). This
same study estimates that eliminating latency arbitrage would reduce the cost of liquidity in equities
markets by 17%.
This paper studies the incentives of stock exchanges to innovate to address latency arbitrage and
the arms race for speed. Researchers and practitioners have identified two market design innovations
that could, in theory, address the problem: asymmetric speed bumps and frequent batch auctions.
Asymmetric speed bumps slow down orders that may potentially “snipe” stale quotes, thus giving a
tiny head start to firms providing liquidity in the event of a race to respond to public information
(Baldauf and Mollner, 2020). Frequent batch auctions slow down all orders, and then batch process
them in discrete time using a uniform-price auction. The discrete-time interval gives firms providing
liquidity time to cancel their stale quotes (like in the asymmetric delay mechanism) and the auction
ensures that any trades that do occur are at a price that reflects the new public information, as
opposed to a price that just became stale (Budish, Cramton and Shim, 2015).
Implicit in the quote at the top of the paper, delivered in a speech by then SEC Chair Mary Jo
White, is the view that private and social incentives for market design innovation are aligned: if there
is a market design innovation that is efficiency enhancing, then private market forces will naturally
evolve towards realizing the efficiency if allowed to do so. In this view, “prescriptive regulation”
of a specific market design is not necessary, and regulators should instead ensure that they do not
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inadvertently “stand in the way” of “competitive solutions.” This is a natural instinct — the standard
case in economics is that if there is a large inefficiency in a market, there will be private incentive to fix
the inefficiency (e.g., Griliches, 1957). However, as is well known, there are numerous economic settings
where private and social incentives for innovation diverge (Arrow, 1962; Nordhaus, 1969; Hirshleifer,
1971).
This paper’s main insight is that incumbent stock exchanges’ private incentives to innovate their
market designs are misaligned with social interests because they earn economic rents from the arms
race for speed. That is, even though there are many exchanges with little differentiation that appear to
compete fiercely with one another for trading volume, they capture and maintain a significant share of
the economic rents from latency arbitrage. We emphasize that in this paper’s theory the disincentive
to adopt is not due to liquidity externalities, multiple equilibria due to coordination failure, chickenand-egg, etc., as is central in the literature on network effects and platform competition (e.g., Farrell
and Saloner, 1985; Katz and Shapiro, 1986; Rochet and Tirole, 2003; Farrell and Klemperer, 2007) and
past market microstructure literature on financial exchange competition (see surveys by Madhavan,
2000 and Cantillon and Yin, 2011). Rather, our theory in the end is ultimately a more traditional
economic one of incumbents protecting rents and missing incentives for innovation.
The first part of the paper builds a new theoretical model of financial exchange competition,
tailored to the institutional and regulatory details of the modern U.S. stock market. The goal of the
model is both to better understand the economics of stock exchange competition under the status
quo, in which all exchanges employ the continuous limit order book market design, and to be able
to analyze exchanges’ incentives for market design innovation. There are four types of players in
our model, all strategic: exchanges, trading firms, investors, and informed traders. Exchanges are
modeled as undifferentiated and they strategically set two prices: per-share trading fees, and fees for
speed technology that enables trading firms to receive information about and respond more quickly
to trading opportunities on a given exchange. In practice, speed technology includes co-location (the
right to locate one’s own servers right next to the exchange’s servers) and proprietary data feeds
(which enable trading firms to receive updates from the exchange faster than from non-proprietary
data feeds). Trading firms choose the set of exchanges to buy speed technology from. They then
choose whether and how to provide liquidity by choosing the exchange(s) on which to offer liquidity,
the quantity to offer on each exchange, and a bid-ask spread on each exchange. The bid-ask spread
trades off the benefits of providing liquidity to investors (thereby collecting the spread) versus the cost
of either being adversely selected against by an informed trader (as in Glosten and Milgrom, 1985) or
being on the losing end of a latency arbitrage race with other trading firms — i.e., being “sniped” (as
in Budish, Cramton and Shim, 2015).
Our analysis of the status quo delivers three main results. First, as in Glosten (1994), although
the market can be fragmented in the sense that trading activity is split across several exchanges, eco-
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nomically many aspects of trading activity behave as if there is just a single “synthesized” exchange.1
Specifically: all liquidity is at the same prices and bid-ask spreads regardless of the exchange on which
it is offered, with the marginal unit of liquidity indifferent across exchanges due to a one-for-one relationship between the quantity of liquidity on an exchange (i.e., market depth) and the quantity of
trade on that exchange (i.e., volume); and aggregate depth and volume are both invariant to how
trading activity is allocated across exchanges. This behavior is brought about by two key sets of regulations in the U.S.: Unlisted Trading Privileges (UTP) and Regulation National Market System (Reg
NMS).2 UTP essentially implies that stocks are perfectly fungible across exchanges: i.e., a stock that
is technically listed on exchange X can be bought on any exchange Y and then sold on any exchange
Z. Reg NMS ensures that searching among exchanges, and then transacting across (“accessing”) them,
are both frictionless. This frictionless search and access allows market participants to costlessly “stitch
together” the order books across the various exchanges, and yields investor demand that is perfectly
responsive to price differences across exchanges. This behavior also leads to our second result: due
to the same frictionless search and access, investor demand is perfectly elastic with respect to trading fees as well; hence, fierce Bertrand-style competition yields competitive (zero) trading fees on all
exchanges.
Our third result is that exchanges can both capture and maintain substantial rents from the sale of
speed technology. This may appear surprising as exchanges are modeled as undifferentiated and search
and access is frictionless; as we have mentioned, these same features lead to competitive trading fees.
There are two reasons why exchanges earn supra-competitive rents for speed technology in equilibrium.
First, even though stocks are fungible across exchanges, latency-sensitive trading opportunities are not:
if there is a sniping opportunity that involves a stale quote on Exchange X, only trading firms that
have purchased Exchange X speed technology will be able to effectively compete in the sniping race.
As long as trading firms multi-home and purchase speed technology from all exchanges (which they
do in equilibrium), exchanges can charge positive fees for speed technology without incentives to
undercut each other. Second, in contrast to basic models of add-on pricing whereby profits from addon goods are dissipated by firms selling the primary good below cost (cf. Ellison, 2005; Gabaix and
Laibson, 2006), exchange rents earned from the sale of speed technology are not dissipated via further
competition on trading fees. The reason is that trading fees are already at zero, and cannot become
negative without creating a “money-pump” wherein trading firms execute infinite volume to extract
the negative fee.
We also prove that although exchanges are modeled as price setters who post take-it-or-leave-it
offers to trading firms for speed technology, exchanges nevertheless cannot extract all of the industry
rents from latency arbitrage. Taking our bound literally, and using realistic parameters for the numbers
1
Glosten (1994) presciently foresaw that frictionless search and order-splitting across electronic markets (see his
Assumption 4) could generate what we refer to as the single synthesized exchange (see his Proposition 8), well over a
decade before the passage of Reg NMS. Please see Section 3.3 for discussion of the relationship between Glosten (1994)
and this aspect of our analysis.
2
These regulations are described in detail in Section 2 and Appendix A.
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of fast trading firms and exchanges, our model suggests that exchanges in aggregate can extract at
most 30% of the total latency arbitrage prize. The reason is that trading firms are able to influence
where volume is transacted, and this allows them to discipline exchanges that attempt to take too
much of the pie.
This model of the status quo is of course stylized, and in particular abstracts from many important aspects of real-world equity markets including agency frictions, tick-size constraints, asymmetric
trading fees, the opening and closing auctions, and strategic trading over time as in Kyle-style models.
Nonetheless, we establish that the model does reasonably well empirically, by documenting a series
of stylized facts that relate to each of the model’s three main results. This work utilizes both the
well-known trades-and-quotes (TAQ) dataset as well as information gleaned from various exchangecompany financial documents (e.g., 10-K’s, S-1’s, merger proxies, fee schedules). The goal of the
empirics is not to persuade the reader that the model is “correct” (no model is), but rather simply to
suggest that our parsimonious model of a complicated industry is sensible.
The first set of stylized facts relates to our result that the market behaves as if trading activity
occurred on a single synthesized exchange. Specifically, using a sample of highly traded stocks, we
show that (Stylized Fact #1) all major exchanges typically have displayed liquidity at the same best
bids and asks, and (SF#2) there is a one-to-one relationship between the quantity of liquidity on
an exchange and its trading volume, which is what makes the marginal unit of liquidity indifferent
across exchanges in our model. We also show (SF#3) that exchange market shares are interior and
relatively stable (i.e., no tipping), both overall and at the level of individual stocks; this pattern is
not a prediction of our model per se but arguably makes the single synthesized exchange aspect of
equilibrium more plausible. The second set of stylized facts relates to our results about trading fees.
Trading fees are quite complicated, but using a variety of data sources to cut through this complexity,
we compute that (SF#4) the average fee for regular-hours trading, across the three largest stock
exchange families, is around $0.0001 per share per side — or about 0.0001% per side for a $100 stock.
This is not zero, as the theory predicts, but is small.3 We also show (SF#5) that fees do in fact
bump up against the money-pump constraint, as suggested by the theory. The last set of stylized facts
relates to our results about exchange-specific speed technology. We document (SF#6) that exchanges
earn significant revenues from the sale of co-location services and proprietary data feeds. We also
document (SF#7) significant growth in these revenue sources during the Reg NMS era. We estimate
that 2018 proprietary data and co-location revenues are on the order of $1 billion, or about five times
regular-hours trading fee revenues.
The last part of the paper uses the model to study exchanges’ private incentives to adopt new
market designs that address latency arbitrage. How do exchanges’ private innovation incentives relate
to social incentives, for both incumbents and de novo entrants? To conduct this analysis, we extend our
3

The $0.0001 per share per side implies that across the approximately 1 trillion shares traded during regular hours
each year, exchanges earn approximately $200 million in trading fees. While not zero, $200 million is small relative to
both exchange operating expenses and overall exchange revenues (see Section 4.2).
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theoretical model to allow for exchanges to operate one of two market designs: either the continuoustime limit order book (Continuous), or discrete-time frequent batch auctions (Discrete). Importantly,
in the context of competition with the Continuous market, we consider frequent batch auctions with
a very short batch interval: long enough to effectively batch process if multiple trading firms react
to the same public signal at the same time, but otherwise essentially as short as possible.4 Formally,
we assume that the alternative market design eliminates latency arbitrage but does not have any
additional benefits or costs for the market.5 All of this analysis applies equally to the asymmetric
delay design with a very short delay interval.
We first study a market in which one exchange employs Discrete while all others employ Continuous.
A natural prior is that there will be multiple equilibria, including an equilibrium in which the new
exchange fails to take off. In many models of platform competition, there exist equilibria where a new
platform fails to take off even if in principle it is better designed, if that is what market participants
expect to happen. Instead, we find that there is a unique equilibrium in which the Discrete exchange
attracts all trading volume. The reason is the frictionless search. Intuitively, eliminating latency
arbitrage eliminates a tax on liquidity, and the fact that market participants can frictionlessly access
and search across exchanges ensures that if there are two markets operating in parallel, one with a
tax and one without, the one without the tax will take off.6 The Discrete exchange earns rents in this
equilibrium by charging trading fees that are positive but less than the latency arbitrage tax that it
eliminates.
We next study a market in which multiple exchanges employ Discrete. Unfortunately for the
innovator, the frictionless search that enables an initial Discrete exchange to get off the ground is a
double-edged sword. We show that in any equilibrium with multiple Discrete exchanges trading fees
are competed down to zero, and trading volume is split among Discrete exchanges with zero fees. That
is, we have the same Bertrand competition on trading fees as in the Continuous status quo, but now
without the industry rents from the speed race.
Together, these two results imply that the market design adoption game among incumbent exchanges can be interpreted as a prisoner’s dilemma: while any one exchange has incentive to unilater4

In practice, given advances in speed technology over the last several years, 500 microseconds to 1 millisecond would
likely be more than sufficient to effectively batch process; some industry participants have argued to us that as little
as 50 microseconds (i.e., 0.000050 seconds) might suffice. A short batch interval would also allow the frequent batch
auction exchange to satisfy the SEC’s de minimis delay standard and have protected quotes under Reg NMS, which is
significant. Please see Section 5 for the full details of how we model frequent batch auctions, including the important
details regarding information policy which, following Budish, Cramton and Shim (2015), is analogous to information
policy in the continuous market but with the same information (about trades, cancels, the state of the order book, etc.)
disseminated in discrete time, at the end of each interval.
5
See Budish, Cramton and Shim (2015) for discussion of potential benefits and costs of frequent batch auctions besides
the elimination of latency arbitrage. In particular, if the batch interval is longer, this may introduce the kinds of benefits
and costs that emerge in models such as Vayanos (1999) and Du and Zhu (2017) and that was discussed in earlier work
on batch auctions by Schwartz (2001).
6
This result may seem to contradict the result in Glosten (1994), Proposition 9, that finds that the electronic limit
order book is in a certain sense “competition proof.” The explanation is that the Glosten (1994) model implicitly precludes
the possibility of latency arbitrage. The reason Discrete wins against Continuous in our model is precisely because it
eliminates latency arbitrage. Please see Section 5.2.
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ally adopt Discrete, all incumbents prefer the Continuous status quo, in which they share in latency
arbitrage rents, to the counterfactual in which all exchanges are Discrete, and these rents are gone.
This in turn implies that if an incumbent considering whether to adopt Discrete anticipates that imitation by other incumbents would be sufficiently rapid, it would prefer to remain Continuous. A de novo
entrant weighing whether to enter as a Discrete exchange faces a similar tradeoff, except that they
must overcome fixed costs of entry, rather than opportunity costs of losing latency arbitrage rents.
We emphasize that while this analysis identifies an important wedge between private and social
incentives to innovate, it does not imply that the private incentives to innovate are strictly negative.
This depends on parameters such as the cost of adoption, speed of imitation, and the magnitude of the
latency arbitrage prize. That said, as of this writing, there has been just one proposal for an exchange
design that eliminates latency arbitrage in a displayed, Reg NMS protected market. This proposal
came from the smallest incumbent exchange (the Chicago Stock Exchange, with just 0.5% share at
the time), which had perhaps uniquely low costs of adoption: as an incumbent it did not have to pay
fixed costs of entry, while given its small market share it did not face significant opportunity costs
from the loss of speed-technology rents. CHX’s entry attempt thus suggests that if adoption costs are
low enough, there could indeed be market design innovation that addresses latency arbitrage, which
is consistent with our model. However, CHX ultimately withdrew its proposal after being acquired by
the New York Stock Exchange group.7
Our analysis also yields a clear, and perhaps surprising, insight about the potential role for policy.
A reasonable prior coming into this analysis is that the relevant question for policy is whether (i)
there will be a private-market solution to latency arbitrage and the arms race, or (ii) would some
sort of market-design mandate be required to fix the problem — which of course raises all of the
usual concerns about regulatory mandates as discussed by Chair White. Our results suggest a third
possibility to consider: a regulatory “push.” By “push” we mean any policy that tips the balance of
incentives sufficiently to get a de novo exchange to enter or an incumbent to adopt. Our analysis shows
that such an initial entrant will gain share, which would not necessarily be the case in a coordination
game environment.
We discuss two such pushes. First, reducing the costs of adoption, either by direct subsidy or by
finding ways to lower the costs of launching a new stock exchange with a novel market design (e.g.,
7

There have been two other exchange design proposals in the US that relate to latency arbitrage but outside of the
displayed, Reg NMS protected market. The Investors’ Exchange (IEX), whose design was approved by the SEC in June
2016, uses a symmetric speed bump (of 350 microseconds), and thus does not address latency arbitrage for displayed limit
orders. For displayed limit orders, its market design is a standard continuous limit order book but with 350 microseconds
of additional artificial distance from participants. IEX’s market design does address latency arbitrage for non-displayed
pegged orders and such orders are currently the source of most of IEX’s trading volume (in the period Jan-June 2020,
displayed orders are 13.4% IEX’s trading volume and non-displayed orders are 86.6% of IEX’s trading volume). Cboe’s
EDGA exchange proposed an asymmetric speed bump in 2019, but proposed for the exchange to not have Reg NMS
quote protection, and proposed a delay amount (4 milliseconds) that was longer than the “de minimis” delay threshold
of 1 millisecond adopted by the SEC in June 2016. EDGA’s proposal was rejected by the SEC in Feb 2020, in part
on grounds that the choice of 4 milliseconds was not adequately justified (“the Commission does not believe that the
Exchange has supported its assertions and demonstrated that the [proposed] delay mechanism is appropriately tailored
to address latency arbitrage and not permit unfair discrimination.” U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 2020b)
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reducing the costs of the regulatory approval process). Second, a market design exclusivity period
for the innovator, roughly analogous to FDA exclusivity periods for non-patentable drugs. Backof-envelope calculations suggest that the magnitude of either push could be modest relative to the
stakes.
Contributions and Related Literature. Our paper makes three sets of contributions to the
literature. First is our theoretical industrial organization model of the stock exchange industry, an
industry which is both economically important per se and of symbolic importance. We depart from
much of the previous literature on financial exchange competition in both our focus — the source of
economic profits for U.S. stock exchanges and their incentives to adopt new market designs — and in
our modeling approach. Most centrally, most other papers in this literature have some sort of singlehoming, either by market participants choosing which one exchange to trade on (e.g., Pagano, 1989;
Santos and Scheinkman, 2001; Ellison and Fudenberg, 2003; Pagnotta and Philippon, 2018; Baldauf
and Mollner, 2019), or by financial instruments that are specific to a single exchange (as in Cantillon
and Yin, 2008). This single-homing is often (though not always) accompanied by some meaningful
differentiation across exchanges, either horizontally or vertically. By contrast in our model, motivated
by the regulatory environment for modern electronic U.S. stock trading, stocks are fungible across
exchanges, market participants can frictionlessly multi-home across exchanges, and exchanges are
undifferentiated. This modeling approach also leads to economics of the status quo that are different
from many platform or two-sided competition frameworks where, typically, platforms earn rents from
platform-specific network effects by charging supra-competitive access or transaction fees (Caillaud
and Jullien, 2003; Rochet and Tirole, 2003; Armstrong, 2006; Farrell and Klemperer, 2007). Here,
since exchanges are modeled as undifferentiated and exchange-specific network effects are nullified due
to frictionless search and access, trading fees are competitive — zero in our model, and very small in
the data — and exchanges are only able to earn rents from the sale of an optional “add-on” service
(speed technology). A related insight of our model that may be of interest to the platforms literature
is that, while the market may appear to be fragmented across multiple exchanges, the market behaves
in some respects as if there were a single “synthesized” exchange.
There are also two technical features of our theoretical analysis worth highlighting. First, we
develop and motivate an equilibrium solution concept, order-book equilibrium, to address Nash equilibrium existence issues that arise in Glosten and Milgrom (1985), Budish, Cramton and Shim (2015)
and related models. This solution concept is closely related to alternative solution concepts employed
in the insurance market literature (e.g., Wilson, 1977; Riley, 1979), which also has to deal with existence issues arising due to adverse selection. Second, our model generates an interior split of latency
arbitrage rents between exchanges and trading firms without relying on an explicit bargaining model;
this arises as a result of exchanges being able to post prices for speed technology (which they do in
reality), and trading firms being able to steer trading volume via the provision of liquidity (which they
can in reality).
7

Our paper’s second contribution is the seven stylized empirical facts. In particular, the facts on
trading fees and speed technology revenue are directly applicable to current policy debates, which
have also attracted attention from Jones (2018), Spatt (2019) and Glosten (2020). With respect
to trading fees, while our results do not speak to the agency concerns at the heart of the policy
debate (see Battalio, Corwin and Jennings, 2016), our results do show that, once one cuts through the
complexity of modern fee schedules, the average fees are economically small. With respect to speed
technology fees, in October 2018 for the first time in recent history the SEC rejected proposed data
fee increases by NYSE and Nasdaq (Clayton, 2018), and in February 2020 the SEC proposed reforms
to rules concerning proprietary market data. This paper was cited in a policy address on this topic
by Commissioner Robert J. Jackson Jr. and in the market data reform proposal itself (U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, 2020a; Jackson, 2020).
Last is our analysis of the incentives for market design innovation. To be precise, the theoretical
contribution is characterizing unique aspects of equilibrium when there is a single adopter of a novel
market design that eliminates latency arbitrage, and unique aspects of equilibrium when there are
multiple such adopters. These analyses, paired with the earlier analysis of the status quo, enable us
to fill in the cells of the payoff matrix corresponding to a market design adoption game. Once we
understand that the adoption game payoffs constitute a prisoner’s dilemma, as opposed to, e.g., a
coordination game, the rest of the theoretical analysis follows standard ideas from the innovation and
intellectual property literature. We then use this analysis to identify modest potential policy responses
— a “push” as opposed to the “prescriptive regulation” of which the SEC Chair expressed wariness.
We view this contribution as in the spirit of economic engineering (Roth, 2002), working with the
real-world constraints of the specific market design setting, rather than assuming the ability to design
institutions from scratch.8
Roadmap. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the institutional
and regulatory details that inform the theoretical model. Section 3 presents and analyzes the theoretical model focusing on exchange competition under the status quo market design. Section 4 presents
the seven stylized facts. Section 5 uses the model to analyze exchange competition when there are
competing market designs. Section 6 discusses policy implications. Section 7 concludes.
8

In this spirit our work is related in approach, if not subject matter, to research in market design on topics such as
spectrum auctions (Ausubel, Cramton and Milgrom, 2006; Levin and Skrzypacz, 2016; Milgrom and Segal, 2019), school
choice (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003; Abdulkadiroğlu, Agarwal and Pathak, 2017; Kapor, Neilson and Zimmerman,
2020), kidney exchange (Roth, Sönmez and Ünver, 2004; Agarwal et al., 2019; Akbarpour et al., 2019), course allocation
(Sönmez and Ünver, 2010; Budish, 2011; Budish et al., 2017), online advertising (Edelman, Ostrovsky and Schwarz, 2007;
Athey and Ellison, 2011), and transportation (Hall, 2018; Ostrovsky and Schwarz, 2018). There is also a burgeoning
literature specifically on market design issues in financial markets. Recent examples include Allen et al. (2020), Antill
and Duffie (2018), Asquith et al. (2013), Asquith, Covert and Pathak (2019), Bhattacharya, Illanes and Padi (2020),
Brogaard, Hendershott and Riordan (2017), Bulow and Klemperer (2013), Bulow and Klemperer (2015), Du and Zhu
(2017), Duffie and Dworczak (2018), Duffie and Zhu (2016), Hendershott and Madhavan (2015), Hortaçsu, Kastl and
Zhang (2018), Kastl (2017), Kyle and Lee (2017), and Kyle, Obizhaeva and Wang (2018).
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2

Institutional Background

Readers of this paper — especially researchers who are less familiar with financial market microstructure — may have in mind, when thinking of stock exchanges and how they compete, the old New
York Stock Exchange floor. As recently as the 1990s, if a stock was listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, the large majority of its trading volume (65% in 1992) transacted on the New York Stock
Exchange floor. Similarly, if a stock was listed on Nasdaq, a large majority of its volume transacted
on the Nasdaq exchange (86% in 1993).9 In this earlier era, stock exchanges enjoyed valuable network
effects and supra-competitive fees. The seminal model of Pagano (1989) — in which traders singlehome, and there are liquidity externalities that can cause traders to agglomerate on an exchange with
supra-competitive fees — was a reasonable benchmark for thinking about the industrial organization
of the industry.
This model, however, is less applicable for the modern era of stock trading.10 In our data, from
2015, there are 12 exchanges, all stocks trade essentially everywhere, and market shares are both stable
and interior (i.e., no tipping). There are 5 exchanges with greater than 10% market share each (83%
in total), and the next 3 exchanges together have another 15% share. Please see our discussion of
Stylized Fact #3 in Section 4.1 for further details. Trading fees, while complex and somewhat opaque,
are ultimately quite small, as we will document as Stylized Fact #4 in Section 4.2.
There are two key sets of regulations that together shape the industrial organization of modern
electronic stock exchanges. We describe them briefly here, and provide further details in Appendix A.
The first set of regulations, related to Unlisted Trading Privileges (UTP), has its roots in the 1934
Exchange Act and in its modern incarnation enables all stocks to trade on all exchanges, essentially
independently of where the stock is technically listed, with the exception of the opening and closing
auctions which are proprietary to the listing exchange. For the purposes of our theoretical model, we
incorporate UTP in its current form by assuming that the security in the model is perfectly fungible
across exchanges. This captures that regardless of where a security is listed, was last traded, etc., it
can be bought or sold on any exchange.
The second, Regulation National Market System (Reg NMS), is a long and complicated piece of
regulation implemented in 2007. For the purpose of the present paper, however, there are two core
features to highlight. The first is the Order Protection Rule, or Rule 611. The Order Protection Rule
prohibits an exchange from executing a trade at a price that is inferior to that of a “protected quote” on
another exchange.11 Sophisticated market participants can take on responsibility for compliance with
9

Technically, stocks could not be “listed” on Nasdaq until it became an exchange in 2006, but the 1975 Exchange Act
Amendments enabled stocks to trade over-the-counter via Nasdaq achieving something economically similar. For the
NYSE market share claim, see the SEC study “Market 2000”, Exhibit 18 (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
1994). For the Nasdaq market share claim, see the SEC Market 2000 study, Exhibit 12.
10
For surveys of modern electronic trading, focusing on a broader set of issues than stock exchanges per se, good
starting points are Jones (2013), Fox, Glosten and Rauterberg (2015, 2019), O’Hara (2015) and Menkveld (2016).
11
A quote on a particular exchange is considered protected if (i) it is at that exchange’s current best bid or offer, and
(ii) it is “immediately and automatically accessible” by other exchanges. Reg NMS does not provide a precise definition
of “immediately and automatically accessible,” but the phrase certainly included automated electronic continuous limit
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the Order Protection Rule themselves, absolving exchanges of the responsibility for checking quotes on
other exchanges, by using an order type denoted “intermarket sweep order” (ISO). The second is the
Access Rule, or Rule 610. Intuitively, in order to comply with the Order Protection Rule, exchanges
and market participants must be able to efficiently obtain the necessary information about quotes on
other exchanges and efficiently trade against them. The Access Rule ensures that such efficient “search
and access” is feasible — i.e., the Access Rule (and related rules that affect information provision, such
as those governing slower, non-proprietary market data feeds)12 enables market participants to both
search available quotes and then “access” them, i.e., trade against them, with the only marginal costs
of accessing a particular quote on a particular exchange being that exchange’s per-share trading fees.
For our theoretical model, we capture these key provisions of Reg NMS by assuming what we will
call frictionless search and access, on an order-by-order basis. That is, there is zero marginal cost of
search across all exchanges, and there are zero additional marginal costs (beyond per-share trading
fees) of accessing liquidity on a particular exchange or exchanges.13

3

Theory of the Status Quo

We now introduce our model of stock exchange competition. Section 3.1 presents the setup and timing
of the model. Section 3.2 analyzes the model’s equilibria. Section 3.3 discusses the key economic
aspects of equilibria. For this Section, we restrict all exchanges to employ the continuous limit order
book market design. In Section 5 we extend the model and allow exchanges to be strategic with
respect to their market design choice.

3.1

Model

Our model adapts and extends the framework introduced in Budish, Cramton and Shim (2015) (hereafter, BCS). We depart from it in the following ways. First and foremost, whereas BCS examined
order book markets and certainly excluded the NYSE floor system with human brokers. A June 2016 rules clarification
issued by the SEC indicated that exchanges can use market designs that impose delays on the processing of orders and
still qualify as “immediate and automatic” so long as (i) the delay is of a de minimis level of 1 millisecond or less, and
(ii) the purpose of the delay is consistent with the efficiency and fairness goals of the 1934 Exchange Act (U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, 2016b).
12
Investors and brokers who do not utilize proprietary data feeds from exchanges instead use a non-proprietary data
feed called the SIP (Securities Information Processor). The SIP feed provides data on the best bid and offer across
all exchanges, and is relatively cheap, with fees set by a regulatory process and revenues allocated across exchanges
according to a regulatory formula. However, the SIP feed is slower than proprietary data feeds, primarily because of
the time it takes to aggregate and disseminate data from geographically disparate exchanges. The SIP feed also lacks
some additional data that is available from proprietary feeds, specifically data on depth beyond the best bid and offer,
and data on trades of odd lots. One way to think about the SIP feed is that is appropriate for smaller, non-latency
sensitive traders, but not latency-sensitive market participants. For the purpose of the model, we model the SIP as
cheaper (modeled as free) but slower than proprietary feeds. We discuss exchange revenues from the SIP feed briefly in
Section 4.3; we net these revenues out from our estimate of total exchange-specific speed technology revenues.
13
Note that “dark pools,” or Alternative Trading Systems, are not governed by Reg NMS. Instead, dark pools typically
facilitate trade at prices that reference the best available quotes from exchanges (e.g., at the midpoint). This of course
raises its own interesting economic issues, specifically that dark pools may “free ride” off of prices discovered by the
exchanges. See, for instance, Hendershott and Mendelson (2000), Zhu (2014), and Antill and Duffie (2018).
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trading on a single non-strategic exchange, our model has multiple exchanges who strategically choose
trading fees and speed technology fees in an environment shaped by UTP and Reg NMS. Second, we
introduce a stylized version of informed trading in the spirit of Copeland and Galai (1983) and Glosten
and Milgrom (1985), in order to parsimoniously incorporate traditional adverse selection from informed
trading alongside latency arbitrage. Third, rather than working with a continuous-time model in which
events occur according to exogenous Poisson processes, we instead work with an infinitely repeated
two-period trading game where, in each play of the trading game, either 0 or 1 exogenous events
occur. We view each trading game as lasting a sufficiently short amount of time — e.g., 1 millisecond
or potentially even shorter — that the 0 or 1 exogenous events assumption reasonably approximates
reality.14 This approach will retain the economic interpretability of the continuous-time Poisson model
used in BCS while providing tractability when modeling trading behavior across multiple exchanges.
Last, we develop and employ an alternative equilibrium solution concept for our trading game, orderbook equilibrium. It is well known that Nash equilibria can fail to exist in environments with adverse
selection, such as insurance markets (Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976) and limit order book markets with
private information (Glosten and Milgrom, 1985). Our alternative concept guarantees that an equilibrium exists for our trading game in a manner similar to alternative equilibrium notions developed
to analyze insurance markets (Wilson, 1977; Riley, 1979).
3.1.1

Setup

There is a single security, x, and a signal of the value of the security, y. We make the purposefully
strong assumption that the signal y is equal to the fundamental value of x, and that x can always be
costlessly liquidated at this fundamental value. The signal y evolves as a discrete-time jump process,
where jumps occur with some positive probability per trading game and the value of the jumps is drawn
from a symmetric distribution with bounded support and zero mean. What will matter economically
is the absolute value of jumps, represented by random variable J. We refer to the distribution of J as
the jump size distribution.
There are M exchanges, exogenously present in the market, across which security x can be bought
or sold. Our main analysis will focus on the case of M ≥ 2 exchanges but we include the case M = 1
in the model so that the BCS environment is a special case. Exchanges all use the continuous limit
order book market design and are ex ante undifferentiated. The asset x is completely fungible across
exchanges, that is, it can be bought or sold on any exchange and its value does not depend on the
exchange on which it is traded. This fungibility captures the economics of Unlisted Trading Privileges
as discussed in Section 2. We assume that prices are continuous and that shares are perfectly divisible.
14
Even for the highest activity symbol in all of US equity markets, SPY, on its highest-volume day of 2018 (February
6th), 95.2% of milliseconds have neither any trade nor change in the national best bid or offer (price or quantity). On an
average day for SPY, 97.6% of milliseconds have neither a trade nor change in the national best bid or offer, and 99.4%
of milliseconds have no trades. On an average day for GOOG, 99.6% of milliseconds have neither a trade nor change
in the national best bid or offer, and >99.9% of milliseconds have no trade. These averages are computed based on a
sample of 12 randomly selected trading days in 2018.
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Assuming continuous prices allows us to abstract from the queueing dynamics that are present in
markets with binding tick-size constraints. Assuming that shares are perfectly divisible allows for
any agent to split his desired order, regardless of size, across multiple exchanges. It is substantively
important for the analysis, and also realistic, that agents can split orders across multiple exchanges.
There are four types of players: Investors, Informed Traders, Trading Firms, and Exchanges. We
refer to the first three types of players as market participants. All players are risk-neutral.
An Investor arrives stochastically with probability λinvest in each trading game, and has an inelastic
need to buy or sell one unit of x, with buying or selling equally likely. An investor can trade a single
time across multiple exchanges using marketable limit orders (i.e., an investor is restricted to being a
“taker,” and not a “maker,” of liquidity), and then exits the game. Formally, if an investor arrives to
market needing to buy one unit of x, buys a unit at price p, and the fundamental value is y, then her
payoff is v + (y − p), where v is a large positive constant that represents her inelastic need to trade. If
she needs to sell a unit and does so at p when the fundamental value is y, her payoff is v + (p − y).15 As
in BCS (pg. 1583-1586) it is possible to generalize the model to investors with varying-sized demands
(e.g., some require “one” unit, some require multiple units) as long as all investors trade a single time
upon arrival, but the model does not accommodate strategic trading over time as in Kyle (1985) or
Vayanos (1999).
An Informed Trader with private information about the fundamental value of x also arrives stochastically to the market. In BCS, all jumps in y were public information. Here, we assume that jumps in
y can be either public information, seen by all players at the same time, or private information, seen
only by a single informed trader. Specifically, in each trading game, the probability that there is a
jump in y that is public information is λpublic , and the probability that there is a jump in y seen by
an informed trader is λprivate . Both public and private jumps have the same jump size distribution,
with positive and negative changes being equally likely. If an informed trader observes a jump in
y, he can trade on that information in the current trading game; regardless of the informed trader’s
actions, at the conclusion of the trading game the informed trader exits and any privately observed
information becomes public. The informed trader’s payoff, if he buys a unit of x at price p and the
(new) fundamental value is y, is y − p; similarly, his payoff if he sells a unit of x at price p is p − y.16
Trading Firms, abbreviated as TFs and present throughout all iterations of the trading game, have
no intrinsic demand to buy or sell x; rather they seek to buy x at prices lower than y and vice versa. If
they buy (or sell) a unit of x at price p, and the fundamental value is y at the end of the trading game,
their payoff is y − p (or p − y). Their objective is to maximize per-trading game profits. We assume
that there are N “fast” trading firms that possess a general-purpose speed technology that enables
their orders to be processed ahead of those without such technology. There is also a continuum of
“slow” trading firms that do not possess such technology. Note, practically, that what we mean by a
15

If an investor transacts strictly less than one unit, she receives v times her quantity traded; if an investor transacts
strictly more than one unit, she receives v only for the first unit. In equilibrium, investors transact exactly one unit.
16
Our assumption that informed traders act immediately if profitable to do so is in the spirit of Copeland and Galai
(1983) and Glosten and Milgrom (1985); we abstract away from more sophisticated informed trading as in Kyle (1985).
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slow trading firm is best interpreted as a sophisticated algorithmic trading firm not at the very cutting
edge of speed, but still fast by non-high-frequency trading standards.
Exchanges, indexed by j, simultaneously set two prices prior to play of the infinitely-repeated
trading game: (i) a per-share trading fee denoted by fj , and (ii) an exchange-specific speed technology
fee denoted by Fj . The trading fee fj is assessed per share traded and is paid symmetrically by both
sides of any executed trade.17 The exchange-specific speed technology (abbreviated ESST) fee Fj
represents the price of co-location (the right to locate one’s servers next to an exchange’s servers),
access to fast exchange-specific proprietary data feeds, and connectivity/bandwidth fees.18 In reality,
such technology allows trading firms to receive information about and respond more quickly to trading
opportunities on a given exchange. In our model, we treat speed technology as a tie-breaker (as in
Baldauf and Mollner, 2020), meaning that if multiple firms submit messages to an exchange in the
same period of a trading game, the messages that are processed first are those from fast TFs with
ESST on that exchange; next are messages from fast TFs without ESST on that exchange; and last are
messages from slow TFs.19 We assume that the processing order on an exchange is uniformly random
among firms in each of these speed groups. ESST fees are modeled as a rental cost per trading game
charged to TFs, capturing that in practice exchanges typically assess these fees on a rental basis.
We also require that each exchange sell ESST to at least 2 trading firms or not sell ESST at all.
In the case that only a single TF purchases ESST from a given exchange j, we assume that the TF is
not allowed to use the speed technology on that exchange and both the TF and the exchange incur a
strictly positive non-compliance cost. We believe that this modest fair access requirement — which in
essence prevents an exchange from auctioning off exclusive access to ESST — is consistent with the
statutory requirement under the Exchange Act that fees are “fair and reasonable and not unreasonably
discriminatory” (see Clayton, 2018). For this reason, we also assume that the number of TFs endowed
with general-purpose speed technology is at least N ≥ 3: with only two fast TFs, either one would be
able to unilaterally deny usage of ESST on any exchange to the other one by not purchasing.
The following objects are primitives of the game: (i) the arrival rates of investors (λinvest ), and of
publicly (λpublic ) and privately (λprivate ) observed jumps in y; (ii) the jump size distribution; (iii) the
number of fast TFs (N ); and (iv) the number of exchanges (M ).
17

In practice exchanges often charge different fees for “making” liquidity as opposed to “taking” liquidity; see Section
4.2. However, the assumption of symmetric fees is without loss of generality in our model: since prices are continuous,
only the net trading fee matters for determining equilibrium behavior.
18
In practice the dividing line between exchange-specific technology and general-purpose technology is not sharp — for
example, latency sensitive code might be adapted to a particular exchange’s data protocol, and some communications
links are specific to a particular exchange’s data center. The important thing to capture is that each exchange controls
some but not all of the technology that is necessary to be fastest on their own exchange.
19
For simplicity we do not allow slow TFs to purchase ESST. In the equilibria we characterize they would not want to
if allowed.
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3.1.2

Timing

There are three stages to our game. In Stage One, exchanges simultaneously choose trading and
ESST fees. In Stage Two, trading firms simultaneously decide which exchanges to purchase ESST
from. Finally, in Stage Three, a trading game is repeated infinitely often. Formally:
1. Stage One (Exchange Price Setting): All M exchanges simultaneously choose per-share trading
fees f = (f1 , . . . , fM ) and per-trading game ESST rental fees F = (F1 , . . . , FM ).
2. Stage Two (Speed Technology Adoption): All N TFs with general speed technology simultaneously decide which exchanges to purchase ESST from.
3. Stage Three (Infinitely Repeated Trading Game): At the beginning of each trading game, there is
a publicly observed state, which consists of the current fundamental value of the security (y), and
the current outstanding bids and asks in each exchange’s limit order book (ω = (ω1 , . . . , ωM ),
where ωj is also referred to as the state of exchange j’s order book). If it is the first play of the
trading game, the initial fundamental value is y0 , and each exchange’s order book is initially
empty. Otherwise, the state is determined at the conclusion of the previous trading game and
ωj for each exchange j contains all limit orders that remain outstanding on that exchange. Each
trading game is divided into two periods.
(a) Period 1: Trading firms simultaneously submit orders to any subset of exchanges after
observing the state (y, ω) at the beginning of the trading game. An order for TF i submitted
to exchange j is a set of messages denoted by oij ∈ O, where O is the set of all potential
combinations of messages. We allow for three types of messages: standard limit orders,
cancellations of existing limit orders, and immediate-or-cancel orders. Standard limit orders
sent to an exchange take the form (qi , pi ), where such an order indicates that the firm is
willing to buy (if qi > 0) or sell (if qi < 0) up to |qi | units at price pi . An immediate-orcancel order (abbreviated IOC) behaves similarly to a standard limit order, but with proxy
instructions to cancel the limit order at the end of the period if it is not executed (or to
cancel whatever portion is not immediately executed). A TF is also allowed to send no
messages to a particular exchange j, in which case the TF simply maintains its existing
limit orders in ωj , if any exist. For each exchange j, all orders sent to exchange j in this
period are serially processed by the exchange in a random sequence, with the speed of
the TF sending the order serving as a tie-breaker: first, orders from fast TFs who have
purchased ESST from the exchange are processed in a uniformly random sequence; then
orders from fast TFs who have not purchased ESST from the exchange are processed in a
uniformly random sequence; and last, orders from slow TFs are processed in a uniformly
random sequence.20
20

We assume that market participants can only send at most a single order (set of messages) to an exchange each
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(b) Period 2: After period-1 orders have been processed by each exchange and incorporated
into each exchange’s order book, nature moves and selects one of four possibilities:
i. With probability λinvest : an investor arrives, equally likely to need to buy or sell one
unit of x. The investor has a single opportunity to send IOCs to all exchanges. The
investor’s activity may affect ω; y is unchanged.
ii. With probability λprivate : an informed trader privately observes a jump in y. The
informed trader has a single opportunity to send IOCs to all exchanges. The informed
trader’s activity may affect ω; the jump in y is then publicly observed.
iii. With probability λpublic : there is a publicly observable jump in y. All TFs have a single
opportunity to submit an order consisting of IOCs and cancellation messages to each
exchange. For each exchange j, orders sent to exchange j in this period are serially
processed in a random sequence by the exchange, with speed serving as a tie-breaker
as in Period 1. Orders sent in this period may affect ω.
iv. With probability 1 − λinvest − λprivate − λpublic ≥ 0: there is no event; y and ω are both
unchanged.
The state (y, ω) at the end of the trading game remains the state for the beginning of the next
trading game.
3.1.3

Discussion of Institutional Details

Unlisted Trading Privileges (UTP). As noted before, we incorporate UTP into the model by
having the same asset trade on all exchanges, and by having the value of the asset be completely
independent of the exchange on which it is bought or sold. We emphasize that the model is not
designed to study the interesting and important role of the opening and closing auctions, which are
proprietary to the exchange on which the stock is listed, and which are not subject to the market
design criticism in BCS. Rather, our model is of regular-hours stock exchange trading (about 90% of
exchange volume), for which UTP makes the listing exchange irrelevant.
Regulation National Market System (Reg NMS). The Stage 3 trading game implicitly assumes that all market participants face, on an order-by-order basis, what we call frictionless search
and access. More specifically, by frictionless search we refer to the fact that all market participants
observe the current state of the order book on all exchanges, ω, at zero cost prior to taking any action
in any period of a trading game. By frictionless access we refer to the fact that the marginal cost of
sending any message to any exchange is zero; equivalently, the only per-order cost of transacting on
any exchange is the per-share trading fee.
period, and that exchanges process all messages within an order before processing any other order. This implies that
market participants cannot improve the chances of their messages being processed faster by sending additional messages.
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Synchronizing Trades Across Exchanges.

The Stage 3 trading game implicitly assumes that

investors and informed traders, upon arrival to the market, can synchronize their orders across exchanges such that they can execute trades across multiple exchanges before other market participants
can react. That is, an investor or informed trader can send trades to exchanges j and j 0 such that their
arrival times are sufficiently synchronized that it is not possible for a TF to observe the activity on
exchange j and respond on exchange j 0 , before the investor or informed trader’s own order reaches j 0 .
This is captured in the model by allowing the investor or informed trader to trade on all exchanges in
Period 2 before TFs see the updated state and can react in Period 1 of the subsequent trading game.
Our impression, both from discussions with industry practitioners and our understanding of the
relevant engineering details, is that while the ability to synchronize orders in this manner was pretty
variable in the early days of Reg NMS, it is now widespread and commodified. Difficulty with such
synchronization was at the heart of the narrative in Michael Lewis’s book Flash Boys (Lewis, 2014),
and is modeled carefully in Baldauf and Mollner (2020).

3.2
3.2.1

Equilibrium Analysis
Stage Three Trading Game in the BCS Environment

We begin our equilibrium analysis by analyzing the Stage 3 trading game in the subgame of our model
that corresponds most closely to the environment in BCS: there is only a single exchange (M = 1),
this exchange sets trading fees of zero (f1 = 0), and all N trading firms with general speed technology
also have exchange-specific speed technology on this exchange, and hence are equally fast. The level
of the ESST fee F1 is not important for this exercise, only the assumption that we are in the subgame
where all N fast TFs are equally fast on the one exchange.
The analysis of this subgame will be a helpful input into the analysis of the full model for two
reasons. First, it is the most intuitive environment in which to introduce and motivate the solution
concept of order book equilibrium. Second, the economics in this environment will be a helpful guide
to the economics of the full model. In particular, in our analysis of the full model, we will confirm
that there are equilibria in which all active exchanges set trading fees of zero and all N trading firms
purchase ESST on all active exchanges, and that in these equilibria the effect of sniping on the market’s
cost of liquidity carries through from this special case.
For Stage 3 (both here and later with multiple exchanges), we restrict attention to pure Markov
strategies: market participants play pure strategies that may only condition on the publicly observable
state, and not on the history of play in previous trading games. In period 1 of a trading game, the
state consists of the public value of y and the state of the order book ω that carries over from the end
of the previous trading game. In period 2 the state consists of the updated state of the order book ω
based on play in period 1, and the updated value of y if nature selected a public or private jump.
Even though the trading game is infinitely repeated, we will first analyze each trading game in
isolation, thereby ignoring the possibility that actions in one trading game may affect continuation
16

payoffs in subsequent games. We then check and show that repeated play of the equilibrium that we
construct for a single trading game remains an equilibrium for the infinitely repeated trading game
when such interactions are accounted for.
Working backwards, note that regardless of which outcome nature

Period 2: Optimal Play.

chooses in period 2 of a given trading game, market participants’ optimal strategies in period 2 are
straightforward to characterize:
• Investor or Informed Trader Arrival. If either an investor arrives or an informed trader arrives
in Period 2, they have essentially unique optimal strategies given the state. An investor sends
an IOC order to trade up to one unit in their desired direction; additionally, if there are any
remaining orders that are profitable to trade against based on the publicly observed state y the
investor trades against those as well (this latter case will not occur on the equilibrium path).
An informed trader sends an IOC order to trade against any orders that are profitable to trade
against based on their privately observed y.
• Publicly Observed Jump. If there is a publicly observed jump in y, there are two cases to
consider. First, if y jumps to a value at which it is not profitable to trade given the state of
the order book (i.e., y increases to a price lower than the best ask or decreases to a price higher
than the best bid), then no trades occur. Any TF providing liquidity that wishes to replace an
order is indifferent between canceling that order immediately and waiting until the beginning
of the following trading game to do so. Second, if y jumps to a value at which it is profitable
to trade given the outstanding bids and asks in the exchange’s order book, there is a sniping
race as described in BCS: any fast TFs that are providing liquidity at unprofitable prices send
cancellation messages to the exchange to try to cancel these stale quotes, while at the same time
all other fast TFs send IOCs to the exchange to try to trade against (“snipe”) these stale quotes.
Note that fast TFs may simultaneously try to cancel their own quotes and snipe others’ quotes.
Since the processing order among the N fast TFs is random, fast TFs providing liquidity will
get sniped with probability

N −1
N .

If a slow TF is providing liquidity, all N fast TFs try to snipe

them and the slow TF is sniped with probability 1. Either way, fast TFs attempting to snipe
succeed with probability

1
N.

We assume that market participants follow these essentially unique optimal (i.e., dominant) strategies
in period 2, conditional on the stochastic decision by nature. The analysis of each trading game then
simplifies to understanding TF behavior in period 1.
Period 1: Bid-Ask Spread Indifference Condition. Consider a fast TF choosing to provide
liquidity via non-marketable limit orders at the beginning of period 1. Since investors are equally
likely to arrive needing to buy or sell one unit of x and the distribution of jumps in y is symmetric
about zero, it is convenient to focus on the provision of liquidity via two limit orders: for a given
17

quantity q and fundamental value y, the TF submits an order to buy x at y − s/2, and an order to
sell x at y + s/2 for some bid-ask spread s ≥ 0. In traditional models of adverse selection (Copeland
and Galai, 1983; Glosten and Milgrom, 1985), the benefit of offering to either buy or sell 1 unit of x
at a spread of s (when there is no additional liquidity offered in the order book) is earning the bid-ask
spread if an investor arrives and trades, which in a single play of our trading game yields benefit
equal to λinvest · 2s per-unit in expectation; and the cost of such liquidity provision is the cost of being
adversely selected if the informed trader sees private information and trades, which in a single play
of our trading game equals λprivate · L(s) per-unit, where L(s) ≡ Pr(J > 2s ) · E(J − 2s |J > 2s ) is the
expected adverse selection loss to a liquidity provider upon arrival of a privately observed jump in y.
The continuous limit order book market design imposes an additional cost of liquidity provision,
namely sniping: with probability λpublic · NN−1 a fast liquidity provider is sniped, and the loss if sniped is
also L(s) per-unit. For a fast TF to be indifferent between providing 1 unit of liquidity at some bid-ask
spread and sniping a rival TF offering that same amount of liquidity at the same spread (succeeding
with probability

1
N ),

the spread s∗continuous must satisfy:21
λinvest ·

s∗continuous
= (λpublic + λprivate ) · L(s∗continuous ).
2

(3.1)

Note that the cost of getting sniped on the right-hand side of (3.1), λpublic · L(s∗continuous ), reflects both
the

N −1
N

well as a

probability that a fast liquidity provider loses the race to respond to public information, as
1
N

factor that captures a fast liquidity provider’s opportunity cost of not themselves sniping.

For this reason equation (3.1) also reflects the bid-ask spread at which a slow TF is indifferent between
providing liquidity and not. A slow TF who provides liquidity at (3.1) gets sniped with probability
1 in the event of a public jump as opposed to probability

N −1
N

for a fast TF, but the slow TF does

not need to be compensated in equilibrium for the opportunity cost of not sniping.22 Equation (3.1)
has a unique solution since the left-hand side is strictly increasing and the right-hand size is strictly
decreasing in s∗continuous , and the left-hand side is less than the right-hand side when the spread is 0.
Order Book Equilibrium. Given optimal period-2 play as described above and our restriction to
pure Markov strategies, a natural solution concept for period-1 behavior in the infinitely repeated
Stage 3 trading game would be pure-strategy Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE). For a single play
of the Stage 3 trading game, MPE is equivalent to Nash equilibrium. However, neither a MPE of
the repeated trading game, nor a Nash equilibrium of a single play of the trading game, exists. This
existence issue has been known to the literature since Glosten and Milgrom (1985). The key intuition
21
If public and private information had different jump distributions, denoted Jpublic and Jprivate , the right-hand side of
(3.1) would be λpublic ·Pr(Jpublic > 2s )·E(Jpublic − 2s |Jpublic > 2s )+λprivate ·Pr(Jprivate > 2s )·E(Jprivate − 2s |Jprivate > 2s ).
Since assuming that public and private information have the same jump distribution simplifies the expression considerably
without loss of economic meaning, we adopt that assumption, even though in practice the two distributions could of
course be different.
22
Evidence in Aquilina, Budish and O’Neill (2020) suggests that both cases, i.e., both fast and slow TFs providing
liquidity that sometimes gets sniped, are empirically relevant.
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is that if in period 1 there is some TF providing a single unit of liquidity at a hypothesized equilibrium
spread, then, on the one hand, other TFs do not have incentive to offer additional liquidity at this
spread (because they would suffer adverse selection and sniping without adequate compensation), but
on the other hand, this leaves the TF who is providing liquidity incentive to deviate by widening their
spread.23
This non-existence result arises because of adverse selection. In the standard model of undifferentiated Bertrand competition without adverse selection, a Nash equilibrium exists with marginal-cost
pricing: “excess liquidity provision” by any firm willing to sell as much as the market demands at
marginal cost is riskless and constrains the price that other firms can charge. In contrast, in our
environment the expected cost of providing liquidity depends on the mix of trading counterparties,
which in turn depends on the liquidity provided by rivals. Hence, TFs are not willing to provide excess
liquidity in the order book to constrain others’ spreads, as they would be exposed to adverse selection
and sniping risk without the full benefit of being filled by uninformed investors.
To address this non-existence issue, we introduce an alternative equilibrium solution concept, order
book equilibrium, which strictly weakens MPE (or, in a single play of the Stage 3 trading game, strictly
weakens Nash equilibrium). Whereas MPE requires that no players have profitable deviations, OBE
allows for strictly profitable deviations to exist as long as they are rendered unprofitable by one of two
specific reactions from rivals.
The first type of reaction allows for TFs to provide additional liquidity at a better price if profitable
to do so (a “profitable price improvement”). This means that if a TF that is providing liquidity
unilaterally deviates by widening their spread, another TF could undercut and provide additional
liquidity in response; hence, TFs are able to discipline equilibrium price levels without having to
put excess liquidity in the order book. This captures the spirit of competitive liquidity provision, as
discussed and assumed in Glosten and Milgrom (1985), but in our setting where fast TFs earn strictly
positive profits.
The second type of reaction allows for TFs to withdraw liquidity in response to deviations if
profitable to do so. This reaction addresses a profitable deviation that we call “have your cake and
eat it too,” in which one TF adds liquidity at a slightly lower spread to both earn revenues from
liquidity provision and earn rents from sniping the liquidity it just undercut. If a TF engaged in such
a deviation, any rival TF whose quotes are undercut is able to withdraw if it would like to do so (e.g.,
if its liquidity would no longer be filled by an investor).
23
Here is a short proof of the non-existence claim for a single play of the trading game. Consider any set of TF strategies
where, at the end of period 1, exactly one unit of liquidity is offered, for instance at spread s∗continuous as defined in
(3.1). This cannot be a Nash equilibrium because any TF that is providing liquidity strictly prefers to deviate and widen
their spread: this strictly increases the TF’s profits if an investor arrives, and strictly reduces the TF’s expected adverse
selection and latency arbitrage costs. If instead strictly greater than one unit of liquidity is offered, then any liquidity
that would not be filled by an investor with certainty (either because there is at least one unit of liquidity that is more
attractively priced, or because it is tied and would only get filled with some probability less than one) has a strictly
profitable deviation as well, either to be withdrawn or to be offered at a slightly narrower price (jumping the queue if
tied). Last, if there is strictly less than one unit of liquidity offered, there is a strictly profitable deviation to add the
missing amount at a high spread, in case an investor arrives. Hence, there is no Nash equilibrium.
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By using anticipated reactions to counter otherwise profitable deviations, OBE captures the idea
that each exchange’s limit order book settles into a rest point in which no trading firm wishes to add
or remove any liquidity from any exchange’s order book, until the next arrival of an investor, informed
trader, or public information. We provide the formal definition of OBE, as well as a detailed example
that provides intuition for why it helps to restore equilibrium existence, in Appendix B.2.
Similar restrictions on the set of allowable deviations have been employed by alternative solution
concepts in insurance markets. Our particular concept is closest in spirit to and borrows inspiration
from the E2 equilibrium in Wilson (1977) and the reactive equilibrium in Riley (1979) (see also discussion in Engers and Fernandez, 1987; Handel, Hendel and Whinston, 2015).24 Our relation to this
literature is not accidental: both financial and insurance markets feature adverse selection, and in
both settings firms that are “undercut” by a rival (who offers a better price, or who offers a product
that attracts less adversely selected consumers) may wish to withdraw from the market rather than
face an adversely selected set of trading partners.
Equilibrium in the BCS Environment. We can now formally characterize equilibrium of the
Stage 3 trading game in the BCS environment. Our solution concept is order book equilibrium for
period 1 in anticipation of optimal play in period 2. Several aspects of equilibrium are unique:
Proposition 3.1. Consider the infinitely repeated Stage 3 subgame with a single exchange (M = 1),
charging zero trading fees (f1 = 0), and with all N fast trading firms having purchased exchangespecific speed technology from this exchange. Any equilibrium has the following properties. In period
1 of each trading game: a single unit of liquidity is provided at bid-ask spread s∗continuous (defined in
(3.1)) around the current value of y. In period 2 of each trading game: an investor, upon arrival,
immediately transacts one unit at the best bid or offer; an informed trader, upon arrival, immediately
transacts one unit at the best bid or offer if their privately-observed jump in y exceeds
if there is a publicly-observed jump in y that exceeds

s∗continuous
,
2

s∗continuous
;
2

and

there is a sniping race in which all fast

trading firms attempt to trade against stale quotes provided by any trading firm other than themselves,
and all fast trading firms providing liquidity attempt to cancel their stale quotes. Such an equilibrium
exists.
(All proofs in appendix.) The proof confirms that repeated play of any order book equilibrium in
which period-1 TF strategies condition only on the publicly observable state (y, ω) comprises an order
book equilibrium of the infinitely repeated trading game. Since the bid-ask spread is s∗continuous in any
24

Both Wilson (1977) and Riley (1979) examine equilibria among firms providing insurance policies, and introduce
solution concepts that admit dynamic responses to deviations in order to address related equilibrium existence issues.
A set of policies comprises an E2 equilibrium (Wilson, 1977) if there are no strictly profitable unilateral deviations that
remain profitable even if policies, rendered unprofitable by the deviation, are withdrawn. A set of policies comprises a
reactive equilibrium (Riley, 1979) if there are no strictly profitable unilateral deviations that remain profitable even if a
rival reacted by offering additional policies, and such a reaction would not generate losses for the rival even if additional
policies were offered. To counter profitable deviations, our order book equilibrium solution concept allows for two types
of reactions: the withdrawal of unprofitable liquidity (similar to Wilson), and the addition of liquidity that must remain
profitable even if others’ liquidity could then be withdrawn (similar to Riley).
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order book equilibrium of an individual trading game, beginning at any publicly observable state, each
fast TF earns the same amount in expectation,

1
N λpublic

· L(s∗continuous ), whether it provides liquidity

or snipes stale quotes, and slow TFs earn zero in expectation whether they provide liquidity or do
nothing. As a result, as long as other TFs play strategies prescribed by an order book equilibrium, no
individual TF has a profitable deviation even when future play is accounted for.
3.2.2

Equilibrium of the Full Exchange Competition Game

We now turn to equilibrium of the full exchange competition game. Recall that in Stage 1, the M
exchanges simultaneously choose trading fees and exchange-specific speed technology (ESST) fees; in
Stage 2, the N fast TFs make their ESST purchase decisions; in Stage 3, the infinitely repeated trading
game is played, only now with multiple exchanges. Our equilibrium concept is subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium for Stages 1 and 2, order book equilibrium for Stage 3 period 1, and that participants play
their essentially unique optimal strategies in Stage 3 period 2.
The main result of this Section is Proposition 3.2 (below), which states that there exist equilibria
of the exchange competition game with the following key properties. First, all exchanges charge zero
trading fees — i.e., trading fees are competitive. Second, exchanges charge positive ESST fees, and
all fast TFs purchase ESST from all exchanges with positive market shares. These ESST fees are
bounded above meaning that exchanges cannot fully extract all latency arbitrage rents from fast TFs.
Last, in each trading game, a single-unit of liquidity is provided at spread s∗continuous as in the BCS
environment studied above, but now this liquidity is spread across multiple exchanges according to
a vector of market shares, denoted σ ∗ . Investors and informed traders, when they arrive, split their
orders across exchanges according to σ ∗ . In the event of a sniping race, it plays out in parallel across
all M exchanges, with all N fast TFs racing on all M exchanges. In essence, market participants
use frictionless search to “synthesize” a single exchange from the M parallel exchanges, and then act
economically the same way as in the single exchange case. The main difference here is that exchanges
and fast TFs now split the rents generated from sniping.
Proposition 3.2. Consider the full exchange competition game with M ≥ 2 exchanges. For any
∗ :
vector of market shares σ ∗ = (σ1∗ , . . . , σM

P

j

σj∗ = 1), and for any vector of exchange-specific speed

∗ ) that satisfies the condition given by (3.2) below, there
technology (ESST) fees F ∗ = (F1∗ , . . . , FM

exists an equilibrium where:
(Stage 1): Each exchange j charges Fj∗ for ESST, and charges zero trading fees (fj∗ = 0);
(Stage 2): All N fast trading firms purchase ESST from every exchange j where σj∗ > 0;
(Stage 3): The following occurs in every iteration of the trading game given state (y, ω). At the
end of period 1, σj∗ quantity of liquidity is provided on each exchange j at spread s∗continuous (defined
in (3.1)) around y. In period 2: an investor, upon arrival, immediately transacts σj∗ at the best bid or
offer on each exchange j; an informed trader, upon arrival, immediately transacts σj∗ at the best bid
or offer on each exchange j if their privately-observed jump in y exceeds
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s∗continuous
;
2

and if there is a

publicly-observed jump that exceeds

s∗continuous
,
2

a sniping race occurs on all exchanges, in which all fast

trading firms attempt to trade against all stale quotes provided by trading firms other than themselves,
and all fast trading firms providing any liquidity on any exchange attempt to cancel their stale quotes.

The condition on ESST fees is:
X
Π∗continuous
lone−wolf
−
Fj∗ ≥ max(0, πN
− min Fj∗ ),
j
N
j:σ ∗ >0

(3.2)

j

lone−wolf
where Π∗continuous ≡ λpublic ·L(s∗continuous ) denotes the total “sniping prize,” and πN
is a constant

discussed below and defined in Appendix B.3.2, equation (B.3).
The proof of this result is constructive. We first examine behavior in the multi-exchange version
of our trading game in Stage 3, and show that if all N fast trading firms purchase ESST from every
exchange and all exchanges set zero trading fees, then any order book equilibrium of the multi-exchange
trading game replicates the outcome of the single exchange trading game described in Proposition 3.1
across multiple exchanges (Lemma B.1). In the equilibria that we construct, investors’ routing table
strategies, i.e., how they break ties if indifferent across exchanges, serve to coordinate TFs’ liquidityprovision decisions with investors’ trade-routing decisions. Economically, the key feature of equilibrium
of Stage 3 is that the marginal unit of liquidity is equally profitable across all exchanges, because each
exchange’s share of liquidity provided (“depth”) matches its share of volume from investors. How
trading activity is ultimately split across exchanges, however, is not pinned down: indeed, for any
∗ ), there is an equilibrium in which each exchange j’s
arbitrary split of market shares σ ∗ = (σ1∗ , . . . , σM

share of depth and volume are each exactly σj∗ .
We next examine behavior in Stage 2, and prove that if each exchange j charges Fj∗ for ESST fees
and zero for trading fees, it is an equilibrium for all fast TFs to purchase ESST from all exchanges as
long as condition (3.2) is satisfied. If all fast TFs purchase ESST from all exchanges, in any order book
equilibrium of the subsequent trading game, each fast TF obtains (in expectation, gross of ESST fees)
their share of the sniping prize,

Π∗continuous
.
N

We analyze a specific deviation for fast TFs, the lone-wolf

deviation, and show that it is the most attractive deviation to consider, hence ruling it out is sufficient.
In the lone-wolf deviation, instead of purchasing ESST from all exchanges, a fast TF deviates and
purchases ESST from just a single exchange in Stage 2, and then provides a single unit of liquidity in
each Stage 3 trading game on this single exchange at a spread that is strictly narrower than s∗continuous
(which we prove to be an equilibrium of the Stage 3 subgame; Lemma B.2). In doing so, the deviating
TF attracts all trading volume to the one exchange on which they are fast. Since the deviating TF
provides liquidity at a spread narrower than s∗continuous they earn an amount per trading game of
Π∗continuous
; Appendix B.3.2, equation
N
Π∗continuous Π∗continuous
lone−wolf
−2
πN
∈ (N
,
).
N −1 ×
N
N

strictly less than

(B.3) derives the amount earned explicitly, and

shows that

Condition (3.2) in the statement of Proposition

3.2 ensures that this lone wolf deviation is not profitable, as each fast TF earns more in expectation by
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Π∗continuous
per trading
N
lone−wolf
πN
per trading game.

purchasing ESST from all exchanges and earning
from just a single exchange and earning

game than purchasing ESST

Proposition 3.3 in Section 3.3 will use condition (3.2) to characterize an upper bound on exchanges’
total rents from ESST. Intuitively, the bound requires that exchanges leave enough rent for fast TFs
so as not to tempt them to deviate. It is worth emphasizing that if there were only a single exchange,
the fast TFs could not leverage the lone-wolf deviation to play exchanges off against each other, and
the single exchange would be able to extract the entire sniping prize Π∗continuous via ESST fees.
Last, we examine Stage 1 and show that there is an equilibrium of the full game in which exchanges
all charge zero trading fees and charge ESST fees that satisfy condition (3.2). Given equilibrium
strategies in Stages 2 and 3, any exchange that raises its trading fee from zero gets zero share.

3.3

Discussion

We now discuss the three main features of the equilibria described in Proposition 3.2. In Section 4,
we show that these features are consistent with patterns that we observe in the data.
Single Synthesized Exchange. Regulatory features of the U.S. equities market, specifically Reg
NMS and UTP, support an environment where market participants can “stitch” together multiple
exchanges into what we refer to as a single synthesized exchange. Specifically, all equilibria described
in Proposition 3.2 share the following three features. First, in every trading game, all exchanges with
positive depth have the same bid-ask spread s∗continuous , resulting in a common market-wide best bid
and offer. Second, each exchange’s share of market depth at this spread is equal to its equilibrium
share of market volume. Last, multiple exchanges are able to maintain positive market shares without
the market tipping to any one exchange. Indeed, as proven in Proposition 3.2, there exists a continuum
of equilibria that supports any arbitrary vector of market shares.
The key intuition behind these results is that, as long as depth and volume are equivalent across all
exchanges, equation (3.1) which characterizes the equilibrium benefits and costs of providing liquidity,
and hence the equilibrium bid-ask spread, applies equally to all liquidity on all exchanges. Liquidity
on an exchange with 20% volume share and 20% depth share enjoys 20% of the market’s total benefit
from providing liquidity to investors on the left-hand-side of (3.1), while incurring 20% of the market’s
total adverse selection and sniping cost on the right-hand-side of (3.1). An exchange with 10% volume
and depth share enjoys 10% of the total benefit and 10% of the total cost. As long as the depth to
volume ratio is the same across all exchanges, the marginal unit of liquidity is equally well off across
all exchanges. If some exchange has too much depth relative to its volume, liquidity providers will
suffer too much adverse selection and sniping relative to the benefits of liquidity provision. If some
exchange has too little depth relative to its volume, the reverse is true.
These results are closely related to Glosten (1994) and Ellison and Fudenberg (2003). Glosten
(1994) considers a model with multiple limit order book exchanges under the assumption that “an
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investor can costlessly and simultaneously send separate orders to each exchange” (pg. 1146), i.e.,
frictionless search and access. He shows that multiple exchanges can coexist in equilibrium if their
liquidity schedules add up to what would have been provided on a single exchange. Ellison and
Fudenberg (2003) study a model of platform competition for single-homing buyers and sellers that
encompasses elements of the classic Pagano (1989) exchange competition model. Ellison and Fudenberg
(2003) show there can exist a “plateau” of equilibria with interior market shares, where all platforms
with positive market share in these equilibria have the same seller-buyer ratio.25
Similar to these other models, our model does not yield much insight into the determination
of equilibrium exchange market shares. That said, our model does provide some insight into why
they might be interior and relatively stable over time. In the equilibria described in Proposition 3.2,
investors break ties when indifferent across exchanges using routing table strategies (see Appendix
B.3.4). Such strategies, in turn, coordinate where TFs provide liquidity. Thus, if investor routing
tables are relatively stable over time then exchange market shares will be relatively stable over time
as well.
Competitive Trading Fees. In the equilibria described in Proposition 3.2, trading fees are competitive and equal to zero on all exchanges. Any exchange j, given that all other exchanges set zero
trading fees, cannot charge a positive trading fee and attract positive trading volume due to frictionless
search by market participants. This is true even if investors broke ties in j’s favor (all else equal), and
even if j charged lower ESST fees than other exchanges. In a supporting Lemma for Proposition 3.2,
we prove that in any equilibrium of a Stage 3 subgame where trading fees are zero for some exchanges
and strictly positive elsewhere (and where all TFs purchase ESST from the same set of exchanges), no
trading volume occurs on any exchange with positive trading fees (see Lemma B.1 in Appendix B.3).
Money-Pump Constraint. In our model, exchanges may appear to lack an obvious source of
market power: they are symmetric and undifferentiated, search is frictionless, and market participants
can costlessly participate on any exchange. Since add-on rents in competitive pricing models are often
dissipated in competition to sell the pre-add-on good (cf. Ellison, 2005; Gabaix and Laibson, 2006),
one might expect that exchanges would compete away any rents earned from the sale of ESST (an
add-on service that is only valuable if an exchange has positive trading volume) by charging lower
trading fees in competition for transaction volume. However, this is not the case here. In the equilibria
constructed in Proposition 3.2, exchanges are able to earn and maintain positive profits due to a binding
money-pump constraint. Trading fees are zero across all exchanges. Any dissipation of ESST rents via
trading fees in order to attract trading volume would require such fees to be negative, which in turn
would create an incentive for market participants to execute an unlimited number of trades and make
25

The “plateau” refers to an interval of market shares that can be sustained in equilibrium among platforms with the
same seller-buyer ratio; outside of this interval, the only equilibria are those with complete tipping. This difference versus
our model derives from the single-homing assumption in the Ellison and Fudenberg (2003) model (versus multi-homing
in ours) and the way their model deals with integer issues (versus perfectly divisible shares in our model).
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unlimited profits — i.e., a money-pump.26 In Appendix B.3.3, we show that an exchange’s losses from
negative trading fees can be arbitrarily large without TFs engaging in any self-dealing.
ESST Fees and the Division of Latency Arbitrage Rents. Even though exchanges are able
to “post prices” and make take-it-or-leave-it offers to TFs, they cannot capture all latency arbitrage
rents: fast TFs have bargaining leverage with exchanges because they can steer liquidity provision,
and hence trading volume, to rival exchanges. This gives rise to the condition on ESST fees given
by (3.2). Using the analysis behind the lone-wolf bound, we are able to show that the proportion of
sniping rents that exchanges must leave for TFs is economically significant:
Proposition 3.3. In the equilibria described by Proposition 3.2, exchanges’ total rents from ESST
fees, N ×

∗
j:σj∗ >0 Fj ,

P

are strictly less than

M
∗
(M −1)(N −1) Πcontinuous .

In our empirical setting there are 12 exchanges in total, of which 8 have significant market share
and are owned by 3 exchange families (see Stylized Fact #3 in Section 4.1). Aquilina, Budish and
O’Neill (2020) found that the top 6 trading firms win over 80% of latency arbitrage races in the UK
equities market in data from 2015; this number is consistent with our anecdotal understanding of the
rough magnitude for N in U.S. equities.27 Proposition 3.3 implies that if M ≥ 3 and N ≥ 6, then
exchanges in total are able to extract at most 30% of sniping rents, with the remainder accruing to
fast trading firms.
We emphasize that while this particular division of latency arbitrage rents is specific to our model,
what will ultimately matter for the analysis of market design innovation considered in Section 5 is
simply that exchanges are able to capture and maintain some share of the rents generated from latency
arbitrage activity in the status quo.28 A strength of our approach is that it highlights that even if
exchanges can post prices — which, in many bargaining models, is akin to maximum bargaining power
— they cannot extract all of the surplus.
Sources of Deadweight Loss.

In our model, there are N trading firms exogenously endowed with

general-purpose speed technology, and M exchanges exogenously present in the market and able to sell
exchange-specific speed technology to TFs. TFs’ payments to the exchanges for this speed technology,
represented by the Fj∗ ’s in our model, are transfers as opposed to deadweight loss.
We emphasize that, outside of the model, there is significant deadweight loss associated with the development of both general-purpose and exchange-specific speed technology. This includes investments
26

Although exchanges theoretically could dissipate rents via fixed payments to investors or broker-dealers for trading
volume, our understanding is that this would not be legal.
27
For example, the CEO of one of the largest high-frequency traders in the U.S. described in a conversation with two
of the authors that there are 7 firms in the “lead lap” of the speed race in the U.S. equities market.
28
Other potential modeling frameworks for understanding the division of rents between TFs and exchanges include
non-cooperative bargaining games and cooperative solution concepts for rent-splitting such as the Shapley value. Roth
and Wilson (2019) discuss the complementary role non-cooperative and cooperative game theory can play in applied
market design research. Potential non-cooperative bargaining games include the “Nash-in-Nash” solution for bilateral
oligopoly in industrial organization settings (Collard-Wexler, Gowrisankaran and Lee, 2019).
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in communications links between exchanges, proprietary speed-optimized hardware and software, and
significant high-skilled human capital.
Standard excess entry and business stealing incentives (Mankiw and Whinston, 1986) also may
be present in our environment. Specifically, if a potential entrant exchange has a way to obtain
positive market share, then it has incentive to enter to capture ESST rents, even if it is completely
undifferentiated from incumbent exchanges, including using the same market design.

4

Stylized Empirical Facts

In this section we document a series of seven stylized facts regarding modern U.S. stock exchange
competition. These facts relate to each of the three main results of Section 3’s model of the status
quo. Section 4.1 presents facts that relate to the model’s equilibrium characterization of the Stage
3 trading game. Section 4.2 presents facts that relate to the model’s equilibrium characterization of
exchange trading fees. Section 4.3 presents facts that relate to the model’s equilibrium characterization
of exchange-specific speed technology fees. Section 4.4 provides discussion of the stylized facts taken
in total, with reference both to our model which focuses on modern U.S. stock exchanges and to other
previous models of financial exchange competition.

4.1

Evidence on the Stage 3 Trading Game

There are three main features of the multi-exchange trading game equilibria, characterized in Proposition 3.2 and discussed in Section 3.3, that we will assess empirically. First, all active exchanges have
the same equilibrium bid and offer, i.e., quoted prices are identical across exchanges. Second, each
exchange’s share of market depth (i.e., its share of liquidity) at this common best bid and offer equals
its share of market volume. Third, these exchange depth and volume shares can be interior and stable,
i.e., there need not be tipping.
Before proceeding, we wish to acknowledge that none of the results in this section will be particularly surprising to a researcher familiar with modern U.S. equity market microstructure. However,
we think they are useful to document carefully both because they provide empirical support for our
stylized model of trading and because they rule out some other potential models of financial exchange
competition.
Data. We use the Daily NYSE Trade and Quote (“TAQ”) dataset accessed via Wharton Research
Data Services. The data contain every trade and every top-of-book quote update for every exchange,
for all U.S. listed stocks and exchange-traded funds (ETFs), timestamped to the millisecond. The key
advantage of this data, for our purposes, is that it is comprehensive across exchanges and labels every
trade and quote update by exchange.
For the results presented in this section, we make three types of sample restrictions. First, we
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use data from all trading days in 2015.29 Second, we focus primarily on the top 5 exchanges by
market share which together constitute 83% of trading volume. The top 5 exchanges all utilize what
is commonly referred to as the “maker-taker” pricing model in which the taker of liquidity is charged
a fee and the provider of liquidity is paid a rebate. The next 3 exchanges, which together constitute
15% of trading volume, all use the “inverted” (or “taker-maker”) pricing model in which the taker
is paid a rebate and the maker pays a fee, and this difference in fee structure relative to the larger
exchanges raises some subtleties for the analysis that we discuss in Appendix C.30 Third, we restrict
attention to the 100 most heavily traded stocks and ETFs.31 In 2015, there were 9,175 symbols that
traded at least once; however, most trade relatively infrequently. We also require that the symbols in
our sample satisfy a set of data-cleaning filters: trading continuously throughout the year under the
same ticker, having a share price of at least $1, not having a listing change, and having at least $10
million in average daily volume. These 100 symbols constitute about one-third of daily volume.32
Stylized Fact #1: Many Exchanges Simultaneously at the Best Bid and Best Offer. For
each symbol i, exchange j, millisecond k, and date t, we compute the exchange’s best bid and best offer
(ask), denoted BBijkt and BOijkt . In case there are multiple quote updates in the symbol-exchangemillisecond, we use the last one. We then compute, for each symbol-millisecond-date, the number of
exchanges at the overall best bid and best offer, i.e., we compute:
bid
Nikt
=

X
j

1{BBijkt = max
BBij 0 kt }
0
j ∈J

and

offer
Nikt
=

X
j

1{BOijkt = min
BOij 0 kt },
0
j ∈J

where J is the set of all exchanges.
bid and N offer are virtually identical, so we combine
As one might expect, the distributions of Nikt
ikt

the data into a single distribution and present it as Figure 4.1. We present the results separately for
NYSE-listed symbols and non-NYSE listed symbols. The reason for this difference is that non-NYSE
listed symbols do not trade on NYSE (but do trade everywhere else), whereas NYSE listed symbols
trade everywhere.33 Hence, for NYSE listed symbols the maximum number of exchanges out of the
Top 5 that could be at the best bid or offer is 5, whereas for non-NYSE listed symbols (typically,
listed on Nasdaq) the maximum is 4. As can be seen, the modal answer to the question “how many
exchanges are at the best price?” is “all of them.” For NYSE-listed symbols, all Top 5 exchanges
29

2015 was the most-recently available full year of data when we began presenting early versions of this research
publicly. 2015 is also the best year in terms of data availability for the analysis of ESST revenues as will be described in
Section 4.3.
30
The remaining 4 exchanges active during 2015, sometimes called the “regional” exchanges, together had about 2%
market share. Anecdotally, industry participants regard them as vestiges of an earlier era of stock exchange competition.
31
We use the phrase “symbols” to include both stocks and ETFs. When clear from the context we will sometimes use
the phrase “stocks” to mean both stocks and ETFs.
32
We have also conducted robustness tests in which we look at the top 1000 symbols by share volume that satisfy these
filters except for the $10 million average daily volume filter, which constitutes roughly three-quarters of total volume.
Results are qualitatively similar but with more noise.
33
NYSE changed this practice as of April 2018 and began allowing non-NYSE listed stocks and ETFs to trade on
NYSE. That is, NYSE recently exercised its right to extend Unlisted Trading Privileges to non-NYSE listed stocks.
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Figure 4.1: Multiple Exchanges at the Same Best Price
NYSE-Listed Symbols

Non-NYSE-Listed Symbols

Notes: The data is from NYSE TAQ. Percent of time indicates the percent of symbol-side-milliseconds (e.g. SPYBid-10:00:00.001) for which the number of exchanges at the best bid or offer was equal to N. An exchange was at the
best price for a symbol-side-millisecond if the best displayed quote on that exchange was equal to the best displayed
quote on any of the Top 5 exchanges, all measured at the end of the millisecond. The best bid or offer on the Top 5
exchanges was also the best bid or offer across the Top 8 exchanges in over 99.9% of milliseconds; see Appendix C for
details. Sample is 100 highest volume symbols that satisfy data-cleaning filters (see text for description) on all dates
in 2015.

are at the best bid (similarly, best offer) in 86.1% of milliseconds, and for non-NYSE symbols all 4
exchanges are at the best bid or offer in 84.6% of milliseconds.
Stylized Fact 1. At any given moment in time, for highly traded stocks and ETFs, the modal
number of exchanges at the best bid and best offer is “all of them.” Of the Top 5 exchanges, in about
85% of milliseconds all exchanges are at the best bid (similarly, best offer). It is rare (about 1% of
milliseconds for NYSE-listed symbols and 3% for non-NYSE) for there to be just one exchange at the
best bid or best offer.
Stylized Fact #2: Depth Equals Volume. For each symbol i, exchange j, and date t, we
compute the exchange’s “depth share” and “volume share” for regular-hours trading in that symbol
on that date. Volume share, V olumeShareijt , is calculated as the regular-hours volume in shares for
symbol i on exchange j on date t divided by total regular-hours volume in symbol i on date t. We
calculate depth share, DepthShareijt , by first computing depth for symbol i on exchange j at each
millisecond k within the regular-hours trading period of day t, defined as
Depthijtk =

offer
bid · 1{BB
qijtk
ijtk = maxj 0 ∈J BBij 0 kt } + qijtk · 1{BOijtk = minj 0 ∈J BOij 0 kt }

2

,

bid and q offer denote the quantity at exchange j’s best bid and offer for symbol i at millisecond
where qijtk
ijtk

k, and the indicator function requires that j’s best bid or offer equals the national best at that mil-
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Figure 4.2: 2015 Daily Volume Share vs. Depth Share

Notes: The data is from NYSE TAQ. The dark line depicts the 45-degree line which is the depth share to volume
share relationship predicted by the theory. The results are presented for the Top 5 maker-taker exchanges, and includes
the 100 highest volume symbols that satisfy data-cleaning filters on all dates in 2015. Observations are symbol-dateexchange shares, with shares calculated among the Top 5 exchanges. Since both depth and volume shares turn out to
be relatively stable over time and across symbols (see Stylized Fact #3), we color code by exchange and label each
exchange’s cluster of dots. For details of share calculations and details of data-cleaning filters, see the text.

lisecond.34 We then compute the average depth for each symbol-exchange-date by averaging Depthijtk
over all milliseconds, then calculate DepthShareijt as this average depth divided by the sum of the
average depth for each symbol-exchange-date across exchanges. Figure 4.2 presents a scatterplot of
V olumeShareijt against DepthShareijt , wherein each dot represents a symbol-exchange-date tuple.
We color code by exchange and label each exchange’s cluster of dots.
The figure shows that the depth-volume data falls along the 45 degree line for the Top 5 exchanges.
The slope of a regression of volume share on depth share is 0.991 (s.e. 0.020), and the R2 of the
relationship is 0.865.35 In robustness tests, we found that the depth-volume relationship along the 45
degree line obtains at significantly higher frequencies than a day, such as 5 minutes (albeit with more
noise), but that at frequencies such as 1 second or 1 millisecond the relationship is not meaningful.36
This stems from the fact that, at the level of an individual trade, exchange volume shares are often
0% or 100%, so the depth-volume relationship is only meaningful with some aggregation.37
34

We use all milliseconds between a symbol’s first quote at or after 9:30 and 16:00 (13:00 on half-days), dropping any
milliseconds where the NBBO is locked or crossed.
35
As a robustness test we looked at the depth-volume relationship for each symbol in our data, running 100 regressions
of daily exchange market shares on daily exchange depth shares, one for each symbol. The regression coefficients are very
close to one (mean 0.991, st. dev. 0.026) and the R2 of the relationship is high (mean 0.840, st. dev. 0.136), suggesting
that the depth-volume relationship holds at the individual symbol level.
36
The R2 of the regression of volume share on depth share is 0.531 at 5 minutes, 0.635 at 10 minutes, 0.745 at 30 minutes,
and 0.788 at 1 hour. The regression coefficients are 0.951, 0.957, 0.963 and 0.965 (each statistically indistinguishable
from 1).
37
Our model assumes all investors demand exactly “1” unit of perfectly-divisible liquidity and in equilibrium exactly 1
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Figure 4.3: Weekly Exchange Market Shares: 2011 - 2015

Notes: The data is from NYSE TAQ and covers January 2011 to Dec 2015 for the Top 8 exchanges. The market
shares are based on all on-exchange trading volume in shares.

Stylized Fact 2. Among the Top 5 exchanges, all of which use the same maker-taker fee structure,
there is a one-for-one relationship between depth share and volume share at the daily level. The
coefficient from regressing volume share on depth share is 0.99 (statistically indistinguishable from 1)
and the R2 is 0.87.
Stylized Fact #3: Exchange Market Shares are Interior and Relatively Stable. Figure
4.3 presents aggregate weekly exchange market shares from January 2011 to December 2015 for the
Top 8 exchanges. We start the time period in 2011 since that is the first full year of data after
the original BATS exchanges (BZX and BYX) and Direct Edge exchanges (EDGX and EDGA) were
approved as exchanges (prior to that they operated Alternative Trading Systems, or ATS’s). Figure
C.3 in Appendix C presents exchange market shares from October 2007, the start of the Reg NMS
era, through the end of 2015.
As can be seen in the figure, aggregate exchange market shares are certainly interior, with no
exchange’s market share ever rising above 30%. Aggregate exchange market shares are also relatively
stable in the sense that in the 2011-2015 period, if we regress sjt , the market share of exchange j on
date t, on a set of exchange fixed effects but nothing else, the R2 is 0.967. Appendix C (see Figure C.4)
presents related results at the individual-symbol level; as at the exchange level, shares are certainly
unit of liquidity is offered across exchanges so investors must spread their demand across multiple exchanges. In reality,
investors of course demand varying amounts of liquidity. Investors who only wish to trade a small amount (e.g., 100
shares) often do so with a single small trade on a single exchange. Investors who wish to trade a larger amount often
break their total desired quantity into smaller individual orders spread out over time. So, volume shares at the tradeby-trade level are often 100% for a single exchange and 0% for all others, which we know from Stylized Fact #1 will not
be consistent with depth shares. However, the logic of our model suggests that, at a higher level of aggregation, volume
shares should match depth shares — else, the marginal unit of liquidity will be too adversely selected on some exchanges
and too favorable on others.
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interior and are relatively stable.38
Stylized Fact 3.

Exchange market shares are interior at both the aggregate level and the

individual-symbol level. Exchange market shares are also relatively stable in the sense that simple exchange fixed effects explain about 97% of the aggregate-level variation and about 76% of the
individual-symbol level variation.

4.2

Evidence on Exchange Trading Fees

We now examine the two predictions of our theoretical model regarding exchange trading fees. First,
trading fees are competed down to zero (i.e., fees are perfectly competitive), and second, fees are
bounded below by a money-pump constraint.
Data. We use two types of data sources for our analysis of exchange trading fees. First, we use
historical fee schedules from exchange websites retrieved using the Internet Archive. All fee schedules
are from 2015 for consistency with the other analyses; the specific months range from Feb to Sept
depending on the Internet Archive’s coverage.39
Second, we use exchange company financial filings that cover 2015; specifically the BATS April
2016 S-1 filing, Nasdaq’s fiscal year 2015 10-K report, Intercontinental Exchange’s (NYSE’s parent)
fiscal year 2015 10-K report, and NYSE’s fiscal year 2012 10-K filing (2012 was its last full fiscal
year as a stand-alone company). It is important to clarify that exchange companies each control
several exchanges, and while the fee schedules mentioned above are at the exchange level, most of the
financial data in the annual report is at the exchange company level. For example, in 2015 the exchange
company BATS, Inc., controlled four exchanges, two maker-taker exchanges (BZX and EDGX) and
two taker-maker exchanges (BYX and EDGA).
Stylized Fact #4: Trading Fees are Economically Small. Our theoretical model says that
exchange trading fees, denoted f in the model, will be perfectly competitive and bounded below by
a money-pump constraint. In practice, however, there is no single number to look up that represents
“f ” for a given exchange. For example, for BATS’s maker-taker exchange BZX, takers of liquidity
(i.e., the submitter of an order that trades against a resting bid or offer) pay a fee of $0.0030, while
makers of liquidity (i.e., the resting bid or offer) earn a rebate of between $0.0020 – $0.0032, where the
exact rebate is determined by the maker’s volume on BZX (higher volume participants receive larger
38

Among all symbols in our sample, the single highest average exchange market share in 2015 is less than 40%.
Additionally, average daily symbol-exchange market shares are also relatively stable in the sense that if we regress sijt ,
the market-share of symbol i on exchange j on date t, on a set of exchange fixed effects and control for whether or not
the symbol is listed on NYSE but nothing else, the R2 is 0.76. Overall, the results at the individual stock level tell the
same story of interior and relatively stable shares as the aggregate results, just with more noise.
39
Typically, current exchange fee schedules are posted on exchanges’ websites, while changes to exchange fee schedules
are filed with the SEC and accessible via the SEC’s website. Since the fee schedules can be so complicated, it can be
difficult to build out the full fee schedule from the fee-change filings posted permanently on the SEC website; therefore
we use fee schedules accessed directly from exchange websites via the Internet Archive.
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rebates). BZX’s net fee per-share per-side therefore ranges, based on the participants in a trade, from
-$0.0001 to +$0.0005, or “-1 to +5 mills” in the industry jargon (1 mill = $0.0001); this can be thought
of as the observed range for what our model calls f .40
Table 4.1 Panel A presents the observed range for per-share per-side trading fees for the top 8
exchanges. The table focuses on each exchange’s most representative fee schedule, with additional
details for special fee programs like the NYSE Supplemental Liquidity Provider program presented
in Appendix Table D.1. As can be seen, many of the exchanges have minimum fees on a per-share
per-side basis that are actually slightly negative. The complete table in the Appendix shows that 7
of the 8 exchanges have a minimum per-share per-side fee that is negative, with 4 having a negative
minimum fee based on a pure volume threshold and an additional 3 with negative minimum fees based
on participation in a special fee program. The maximum fee per-side is always strictly positive and
typically about 5 mills, though it is noticeably lower for the two BATS taker-maker exchanges (1 mill
for BYX, 1.5 mills for EDGA) and higher for the Nasdaq taker-maker exchange (8 mills).
To get a more precise estimate for average per-share per-side trading fees — that is, average f —
we use the major exchange families’ annual financial filings. The advantage of using annual financial
filings is that we can estimate the average regular-hours trading fee, not just the potential range. There
are two disadvantages. First, we have to conduct this analysis at the level of the exchange family,
not the individual exchange. Second, we have to make some assumptions about fees from non-regular
trading (e.g., opening and closing auctions, routed volume) to get to an estimate for regular hours
per-share per-side trading fees. These disadvantages in mind, the results are presented in Table 4.1
Panel B; supporting details are provided in Appendix D.2.
As can be seen, the average trading fee across the 3 major exchange families is about $0.0001
per-share per-side, or 1 mill. While not zero, this figure is arguably economically small. Across the
approximately 1 trillion shares traded during regular hours each year, this adds up to about $200M.
As a point of comparison, the operating expenses for BATS’s U.S. equities business alone were $110M
in 2015 — and BATS is generally viewed as more cost-effectively run than Nasdaq or NYSE (each have
about a third of regular-hours volume). NYSE’s operating expenses for its equities business in 2012,
its last full-year of operation before the ICE acquisition, were $718M. In other words, regular-hours
trading revenues do not nearly cover exchange operating expenses.
Stylized Fact 4. Exchange trading fees are economically small. While there is no single number
for what our model calls f , the observed range of regular hours trading fees is, on a per-share per-side
basis, -$0.00015 to +$0.00080 on the Top 8 exchanges. The average per-share per-side fee paid for
regular hours trading is about +$0.0001. For a $100 share of stock, the fee in percentage terms is
0.0001%.
40

In addition to these fees for standard regular-hours trading, there are also dozens of other fees for orders that are
routed to other exchanges, executed in the opening or closing auctions, etc. Both NYSE and Nasdaq have fee schedules
that differ slightly based on whether the stock being traded is listed on NYSE or Nasdaq.
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Table 4.1: U.S. Equity Exchange Trading Fees (“f ”)
Panel A: Range of Fees Per Share

Taker Fee

Maker Fee

Total fee per share per side

Exchange

Fee Type

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

NASDAQ

Maker-Taker

0.00300

0.00300

-0.00325

-0.00150

-0.00013

0.00075

BATS BZX

Maker-Taker

0.00300

0.00300

-0.00320

-0.00200

-0.00010

0.00050

EDGX

Maker-Taker

0.00300

0.00300

-0.00320

-0.00200

-0.00010

0.00050
0.00065

NYSE

Maker-Taker

0.00270

0.00270

-0.00220

-0.00140

0.00025

NYSE Arca

Maker-Taker

0.00280

0.00300

-0.00270

-0.00200

0.00005

0.00050

BATS BYX

Taker-Maker

-0.00160

-0.00160

0.00140

0.00180

-0.00010

0.00010

EDGA
NASDAQ BX

Taker-Maker
Taker-Maker

-0.00020
-0.00150

-0.00020
-0.00040

0.00030
0.00165

0.00050
0.00200

0.00005
0.00008

0.00015
0.00080

Panel B: Estimate of Average Trading Fees

Exchange Group

f

BATS

$0.000089

NASDAQ

$0.000105

NYSE

$0.000128

Notes: Panel A summarizes the fee schedules for the top 8 exchanges retrieved from the Internet Archive (Wayback Machine)
dated from February 28, 2015 to September 1, 2015 . In general, we determine the max rebates based on what a trading firm
that satisfies the exchange’s highest volume tier would pay or receive, and the min rebates and fees tend to be the baseline
for adding or taking liquidity. We omit fees associated with special programs or differences based on tape plans. Please see
Appendix D.1 for a complete table of estimated fees for both regular and special programs and for tape A, B, and C stocks.
Panel B shows the average trading fee for each of the three major exchange families estimated from financial filings. Please
see Appendix D.2 and the associated spreadsheet for supporting details for these calculations.

Stylized Fact #5: Money-Pump Constraint Binds. In the language of our model, exchanges
are in principle willing to lose money on f (trading fees) in order to make more money from F (speed
technology). However, trading fees are bounded below by a money-pump constraint: if f < 0 on some
exchange, trading firms would engage in infinite volume and extract infinite dollars. In practice, the
money-pump boundary is below zero, because of SEC Section 31 fees and FINRA fees. At the time
of our data, the SEC fee was $21.80 per $1M traded and the FINRA fee was $0.000119 per share
traded. Both fees are assessed on sales but not purchases, i.e., they are assessed on one side of each
transaction. Because the SEC fee is assessed based on dollar volume, the sum of SEC and FINRA
fees on a per-share basis increases with the nominal share price.
For the purpose of calculating the money-pump boundary, we should look at the SEC + FINRA
fees on a per-share per-side basis, because an exploiter of a money pump would need to both buy and
sell. For a $5 stock this would be 1.14 mills, i.e., per-share per-side fees could go to -1.14 mills without
creating a money pump. This may help explain why exchange trading fees are able to go slightly
negative, as exhibited in Table 4.1 and in Appendix Table D.1, without creating a money pump.
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Stylized Fact 5. Exchange trading fees for high-volume traders are often slightly negative on
a per-share per-side basis. For 4 of the top 8 exchanges the fee is negative for the highest volume
tier, with the lowest observed fee being -$0.00015 per-share per-side (Nasdaq, BZX, EDGX, BYX).
For another 3 of the 8 exchanges, the fee is negative for traders with high-enough volume who satisfy
additional requirements, with the lowest observed such fee being -$0.00040 per-share per-side (NYSE,
NYSE Arca, Nasdaq BX). These negative fees are consistent with exchanges being willing to lose money
on trading fees (f ) to make money on exchange-specific speed technology fees (F ). However, trading
fees do not get negative enough to create a money pump once we account for SEC + FINRA fees, with
the possible exception of very-low priced stocks.

4.3

Evidence on Exchange-Specific Speed Technology Revenue

The last series of stylized facts is related to our theoretical prediction about exchange-specific speed
technology (ESST) revenues. Our model shows that exchanges can earn supra-competitive rents from
ESST in equilibrium. The intuition is that exchanges have market power over speed technology that
is specific to their exchange, e.g., only Nasdaq can sell the right to co-locate one’s own servers next to
Nasdaq’s servers. Notably, our model does not pin down the exact level of ESST, but does indicate
that, in aggregate across exchanges and trading firms, ESST revenue cannot be too large of a fraction
of the total sniping pie (see Proposition 3.3).
Data. Our evidence on the magnitude and growth of ESST revenues comes from exchange company
financial filings (10-K’s, S-1’s, and merger proxies). We also use a Consolidated Tape Association fee
filing to get an estimate for the aggregate tape revenues (revenues that come from a data feed not used
by latency sensitive traders), which we subtract for our main estimate of ESST revenues in Stylized
Fact #6. We discuss specific details of the data in the text below and in Appendix E.
Stylized Fact #6: Exchanges Earn Significant Revenues from Co-Location/Connectivity
and Proprietary Market Data. For estimating the overall magnitude of ESST revenues we focus
on 2015. In its April 2016 S-1 filing (i.e., IPO prospectus), BATS directly reports financials for its
U.S. equities business as a separate financial reporting segment, and within that reporting segment
separately breaks out revenue from market data and co-location/connectivity. BATS was acquired by
CBOE later in 2016 and following that acquisition no longer reported U.S. equities revenue with such
granularity. Neither Nasdaq nor NYSE report U.S. equities revenue with the granularity of BATS in
2015, so for those exchanges we make some assumptions (described below) and we report a range.
BATS’s 2015 market data revenues were $114.1M and its co-location/connectivity revenues were
$64.3M, for a total of $178.4M. For context, its net transactions revenues were $81.0M and its operating
expenses were $110.2M.41 This means that the BATS U.S. Equities business is profitable with market
41
Net transactions revenues are computed as Transaction Fees ($938.8M) less Liquidity Payments (i.e., rebates,
$814.1M) less Routing and Clearing Fees ($43.7M).
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data and co-location/connectivity revenues (profits before tax of $149.2M) but loss-making on the
basis of trading revenues alone (loss of $29.2M).
For both Nasdaq and NYSE our exercise is less straightforward because neither firm breaks out
its U.S. equities business as its own reporting segment. For NYSE a further complication is its Nov
2013 acquisition by Intercontinental Exchange (ICE). Our approach for Nasdaq utilizes market data
and connectivity revenue figures for its global securities business, and information on the proportion
of U.S. to global revenue, and information about the breakdown of U.S. revenue between equities and
options. Our approach for NYSE utilizes information about NYSE’s market data and connectivity
revenue contained in ICE’s 2014 10-K filing (i.e., the first fiscal year after the acquisition closed) plus
additional information from ICE’s 2015 filing. We provide a detailed description of our calculations
for Nasdaq and NYSE in Appendix E.
Table 4.2 summarizes our analysis. Across all three major exchange families, we estimate $555.4$623.0M for market data revenue and $436.8-$484.8M for co-location/connectivity revenue. The market data revenue figures include revenue from exchanges’ proprietary data feeds as well as from marketwide “Tape Plans,” sometimes known as the SIP feed (see footnote 12). Proprietary data feeds are
utilized by latency-sensitive market participants, whereas the market-wide SIP feed is not as fast, and
therefore should be deducted from our estimate of overall ESST revenues. The Consolidated Tape
Authority reports that in the 12 month period through March 2014, total tape revenues across all
U.S. equities exchanges were $317M.42 If we subtract this $317M from the total we have proprietary
market data revenue of $238.4-306.0M, and total ESST revenue of $675.2-790.8M.43
For context, note that our estimate of 2015 ESST revenue is roughly 3 to 4 times larger than the
estimated revenue from regular-hours trading fees of $200M as reported in Stylized Fact 4 above. If
we take the lone-wolf bound from the theory seriously, and assume that exchanges extract at most
30% of latency arbitrage rents (see Section 3.3), our estimated range of ESST revenues yields a lower
bound on the total size of the latency-arbitrage pie of $2.25 billion in 2015.
Stylized Fact 6. Exchanges earn significant revenue from exchange-specific speed technology.
While the data reported in exchange parent company financial filings are not perfect, sensible assumptions applied to that data suggest that in 2015 total ESST revenue was between $675-790M. This is
42

The prices for consolidated feed data are set by a consortium, and then the revenues are allocated to exchanges based
on a formula that relates to their volume share and NBBO depth share. Whereas proprietary data revenues appear to have
grown significantly in the past decade or so, tape revenue growth appears to be much flatter. For example, Nasdaq’s
revenue from proprietary data increased more than 100% from 2006-2012 (the last year they reported it separately),
whereas its tape revenues declined by about 10% during this same period. For this reason, we are comfortable using the
March 2014 tape revenue number as part of our 2015 ESST revenue analysis. See the appendix for more details.
43
For related empirical evidence, see also a recent paper of Jones (2018) commissioned by the New York Stock Exchange.
While our interpretation is different, our numbers are mostly consistent with those documented in Jones (2018). One
important exception is that Jones (2018) considers exchange trading revenues gross of exchange rebates rather than net
of exchange rebates. For example, if an exchange’s average take fee is 30 mills and its average make rebate is 28 mills,
we think of the fee revenue per share as 30-28=2 mills whereas Jones (2018)’s analysis of exchange revenues treats the
fee per share as 30 mills, and implicitly treats the 28 mills rebate as a cost. Under this latter interpretation, revenues
from trading fees are considerably larger than revenues from data, co-location, and connectivity. Additionally, revenues
from data, co-location, and connectivity appear small as a fraction of total exchange revenues.
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Table 4.2: Estimated Market Data and Co-Location Revenues for U.S. Equities Market in 2015
(Millions of Dollars)
BATS

NASDAQ

NYSE

Total

Market Data Revenue

114.1

222.4 – 267.3

218.9 – 241.5

555.4 – 623.0

Co-Location/Connectivity Revenue

64.3

121.0 – 139.0

251.6 – 281.5

436.8 – 484.8

Market Data + Co-Location Revenue

178.4

343.3 – 406.4

470.5 – 523.0

992.2 – 1107.8

CTA/UTP Tape Revenue

317.0

Market Data + Co-Lo Revenue net of Tape Revenue

675.2 – 790.8

Notes: BATS data is from its April 2016 S-1 filing, which contains data up through the end of 2015. Nasdaq data is from its 2015
10-K filing. NYSE data uses both ICE’s 2014 and 2015 10-K filings, because the 2014 filing had more granular information on the
contribution of the NYSE business to ICE’s overall business, following its acquisition in Nov 2013. BATS directly reports a U.S.
equities revenue breakdown including market data and co-location/connectivity revenue. For Nasdaq and NYSE some assumptions
are needed to estimate U.S. equities revenue from the market data and co-location/connectivity revenue items they report; therefore
we report a range of estimates. For full details please consult the text and Appendix E.1. The CTA/UTP tape revenue number
is obtained from a CTA fee-change filing to the SEC, in which they report the total CTA/UTP market data revenue (allocated to
exchanges) annualized through March of 2014. Refer to SEC Release No. 34-73278.

several times larger than regular-hours trading revenues.
Stylized Fact #7: Exchange Revenue from Co-Location/Connectivity and Proprietary
Market Data Appears to have Grown Significantly in the Reg NMS Era. While exchange
companies do not directly report U.S. equities ESST revenue (as evident from the work involved in
Stylized Fact #6), we can get a sense of magnitudes for U.S. equities ESST revenue growth over
time by looking at revenue growth in the financial reporting categories that contain U.S. equities
ESST. We are able to build meaningful time-series for Nasdaq co-location and connectivity revenues
and proprietary market data revenues from 2006 to 2017 and for BATS co-location and connectivity
revenues from 2010 to 2017, using various financial filings which are outlined in detail in Appendix
E.2.44 BATS only began charging for the proprietary market data that we think of as part of ESST
relatively recently (Q3 2014) and we discuss the limited data that is available in the appendix.45
NYSE’s financial reporting segments unfortunately changed too frequently in the Reg NMS era for
the exercise to be instructive.46
Figure 4.4 presents growth for the three series we construct. For Nasdaq co-location and connec44

For Nasdaq, 2006 was both the year before Reg NMS was implemented and was the first year the word “co-location”
appears in a Nasdaq annual financial filing (it has appeared every year since). For BATS, 2010 was the first full year
that BATS started charging for co-location/connectivity.
45
BATS reports that it only began charging for proprietary market data on the two original BATS exchanges, BZX
and BYX, in the 3rd quarter of 2014. Triangulating between the various data sources, it appears that BATS proprietary
market data revenue has been growing rapidly since it began charging for it, but that the overall revenues are still much
smaller than BATS’s co-location/connectivity revenue, which has been growing rapidly for five additional years.
46
This was due to NYSE’s merger with Euronext in 2007, its acquisition by ICE in 2013, and some financial segment
reporting changes in the period in between. This caveat in mind, the category “Technology Services Revenues” which
includes co-location/connectivity grew from $137M to $341M over the period 2006-2012, and the category “Market Data
Revenues” grew from $223M to $348M over this time period.
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Figure 4.4: Co-Location/Connectivity and Proprietary Market Data Revenue: 2006-2017

Notes: Nasdaq data come from 2006-2017 10-K filings. BATS co-location/connectivity revenue data come from the 2012 S-1 filing
(years 2010–2011), the 2016 S-1 filing (2012–2015), the 2016 CBOE/BATS Merger Proxy and the CBOE 2017 10-K. We omit BATS
proprietary market data revenue from the figure because BATS only started charging for proprietary data in Q3 2014. Please see
the text and Appendix E.2 for further discussion of all of these data.

tivity, revenue in the reporting category quadrupled in the 2006-12 period (growth of 26.7% per year),
was roughly flat in the 2012-2015 period which contained some minor reporting category changes, and
then in 2015-2017 growth was 10.3% per year. For Nasdaq proprietary market data, revenue growth
was 13.7% annually for the period 2006-2012. Starting in 2013, Nasdaq made some changes to the
reporting category containing market data: U.S. proprietary data revenue was directly reported from
2006-2012, but was then combined with U.S. tape plan revenue starting in 2013, then combined with
U.S. tape revenue and global data revenue starting in 2014. We deduct estimates of U.S. tape plan
revenue and global data revenue to make the revenue estimates from the 2013-2017 comparable with
the figures in filings from 2006-2012. We estimate that Nasdaq proprietary market data growth was
6.8% for the period 2012-2017, with the caveat that this 2012-2017 growth rate is based on some
assumptions whereas the 2006-2012 growth rate is based off of numbers directly in Nasdaq filings (see
Appendix E.2 for details). For BATS co-location and connectivity, revenue more than quadrupled
(growth of 64.0% per year) from 2010 through 2013, the last full year before BATS’s acquisition of Direct Edge (which combined EDGX and EDGA under the same exchange company as BZX and BYX).
Revenue then doubled from 2013 to 2015, but likely in large part due to the Direct Edge acquisition
in 2014, and then grew 11.7% per year from 2015 to 2017. Please see Appendix E.2 for full details on
the data and growth figures.
Overall the data, while imperfect, are suggestive of exchanges “discovering a new pot of gold” in
the Reg NMS era — that is, discovering that they could charge significant money for something they
used to not charge for. If we use 10% as a conservative overall growth rate for ESST revenue since
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2015, and apply this growth rate to our estimates from Stylized Fact #6, this implies that 2018 ESST
revenues are between $899M-$1,053M. If, as in Stylized Fact #6 above, we take the lone-wolf bound
from the theory seriously and assume that exchanges extract at most 30% of latency arbitrage rents,
this range suggests a lower bound on the total size of the latency-arbitrage pie for U.S. equities of $3.0
billion in 2018.
Stylized Fact 7. Exchanges’ revenues from exchange-specific speed technology appear to have
grown significantly in the Reg NMS era. With the caveat that the data are imperfect, we compute
overall annual growth rates of: 15.9% for Nasdaq co-location/connectivity (2006-2017), 10.5% for
Nasdaq proprietary market data (2006-2017), and 40.4% for BATS co-location/connectivity (20102017). If we utilize 10% as a conservative overall growth rate since the 2015 ESST figures reported in
Stylized Fact 6, this implies annual ESST revenue in 2018 on the order of $1 billion per year.

4.4

Discussion of Model Fit and Alternative Models

We now discuss other potential models of exchange competition which are inconsistent with aspects
of the data. It is important to note that many of these models are designed to study other significant
aspects of exchange competition and not specifically the modern U.S. stock market.
The first class of models are those in which some market participants “single home,” thereby
generating exchange-specific network effects. One example is the classic model by Pagano (1989), who
when motivating his single-homing model, insightfully noted that if traders could frictionlessly multihome and arbitrage across markets, “the two markets would collapse into a single one, and the choice
between the two would be vacuous” (pg. 260). A modern example of a single-homing model is that
of Pagnotta and Philippon (2018), who allow for exchanges to compete on the overall technological
sophistication of their exchange — modeled as the frequency of trading opportunities, which they call
“competing on speed” — in an effort to attract traders to single-home on their exchange as opposed
to the competition. In contrast, the speed in our model enables some market participants to be
faster than other market participants on the same exchange.47 Relatedly, Cantillon and Yin (2008)
consider a model in which participants can multi-home but the financial instruments (in their case,
futures contracts) are specific to a single exchange — i.e., assets are not fungible across exchanges
— which also generates exchange-specific network effects. In all of these models, exchanges charge
supra-competitive fees in equilibrium (exploiting network effects), which stands in contrast to Stylized
Facts #4-#5. Furthermore, in many of these models, these exchange-specific network effects often
lead to tipping which stands in contrast to Stylized Facts #1-#3. For example, in Pagano (1989)
tipping is the only equilibrium if transactions fees are the same across exchanges, and Cantillon and
Yin (2008) are motivated by the “Battle of the Bund,” a famous real-world example of market tipping.
47

See also Cespa and Vives (2019) who model speed in a similar fashion to Pagnotta and Philippon (2018) by allowing
exchanges to sell technology which allows market participants to trade in both periods of a two-period Walrasian trading
game as opposed to just one. Cespa and Vives (2019) then study the Cournot equilibria of a game among exchanges in
which they strategically choose their technological capacity for such two-period participants.
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Another class of models are those in which exchanges are meaningfully differentiated. This includes
Pagnotta and Philippon (2018), discussed above, in which exchanges are vertically differentiated, as
well as Baldauf and Mollner (2019), in which exchanges are horizontally differentiated. Baldauf and
Mollner (2019) consider a model in which exchanges are located on a Salop circle (to capture horizontal
differentiation), the size of the latency arbitrage pie increases with the number of exchanges, and the
social planner trades off the benefits of increased competition from more exchanges (i.e., lower trading
fees) against the cost of increased latency arbitrage.48 Such differentiation allows exchanges to charge
supra-competitive trading fees, which is inconsistent with Stylized Facts #4-#5. Also, such models
suggest segmentation of market participants and securities across venues, which is at odds with Stylized
Facts #1-#3.
Third, Chao, Yao and Ye (2019) provide a model in which tick-size frictions are central to understanding exchange fragmentation and competition. Their key point is that exchanges can use
differential fee structures to enable trading firms to provide liquidity at slightly different net-of-fee
prices across exchanges, which both “fills in the penny” for the market (i.e., makes tick-size constraints less binding) and gives exchanges market power. However, while the model helps explain the
coexistence of the maker-taker fee model and the taker-maker fee model, the model is inconsistent
with the fact that the Top 5 exchanges, which control 83% of volume, all use essentially the same fee
structure, as we showed in Stylized Fact #4, Table 4.1 — in the Chao, Yao and Ye (2019) model,
the way to maximize economic profits is to have as different a fee structure as possible from all other
exchanges, and exchanges do not have a source of economic profits beyond trading fees.

5

Incentives for Market Design Innovation: Will the Market Fix the
Market?

In Section 3, we introduced a theoretical model of competition among multiple continuous limit order
book exchanges (the status quo) and proved that there exist equilibria with the following key features:
many exchanges maintain positive market shares (i.e., interior as opposed to tipping), with liquidity at
the same bid-ask spread and with trading firms indifferent at the margin across exchanges due to the
depth-volume relationship; exchange trading fees are competitive and bounded below by the moneypump constraint; and exchanges capture and maintain economic rents via supra-competitive fees for
exchange-specific speed technology (ESST), which trading firms need to purchase to participate in
speed-sensitive trading. In Section 4, we established that this model does a reasonable job empirically,
documenting stylized facts that correspond to each of the model’s main results.
48

In our model, the size of the latency arbitrage pie does not grow with the number of exchanges but in principle it
could if either (i) aggregate market depth increases with the number of exchanges (as in Baldauf and Mollner, 2019);
or (ii) some investors are unable to synchronize their trading across exchanges, allowing for the possibility that highfrequency trading firms, detecting an investor’s trade on one exchange, may be able to “front run” on other exchanges
(as in Baldauf and Mollner, 2020). If the latency-arbitrage pie grows with the number of exchanges, that should only
strengthen the arguments we make in Section 5.
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In this section, we use our theoretical model to examine exchanges’ incentives for market design
innovation. Our discussion will focus on frequent batch auctions with a very short batch interval as
the specific market design alternative to the continuous limit order book, though our analysis applies
equally to the asymmetric delay market design with a very short delay interval.49 Formally, for our
theoretical analysis, we assume that the alternative market design eliminates latency arbitrage but
does not have any additional benefits or costs.
Section 5.1 presents modeling details. Section 5.2 analyzes equilibrium of our exchange competition
model if there is a single frequent batch auction exchange and one or more continuous limit order book
exchanges. Section 5.3 analyzes equilibrium if there are multiple frequent batch auction exchanges
and one or more continuous exchanges. Sections 5.4-5.5 analyze what the equilibria for these different
configurations of market designs implies about exchanges’ private innovation incentives. We discuss
the policy implications of our analysis in Section 6.

5.1

Model Details

We first briefly describe the frequent batch auction (FBA) market design proposed and analyzed in
Budish, Cramton and Shim (2015), and then discuss how we incorporate it formally into our model
of exchange competition introduced in Section 3.
Brief Description of Frequent Batch Auctions. The FBA market design is similar to the
continuous limit order book market design in many key respects. In both market designs: (i) orders
consist of a price, side, and quantity; (ii) orders can be submitted, modified or canceled at any moment
in time; (iii) orders remain outstanding until either executed or canceled; (iv) priority, if necessary
to break ties, is based on price then time; and (v) information policy is that orders are received
by the exchange, economically processed by the exchange, and then the updated economic state is
disseminated publicly.
There are two key differences. First, FBAs divide the trading day into frequent pre-specified
discrete-time intervals, and treat all orders received in the same interval as having been received at
the same time. A way to think about this is that time is treated as a discrete variable rather than as a
continuous variable. Second, orders are batch processed at the end of each discrete-time interval, using
49

In “asymmetric speed bump” or “asymmetric delay” market designs, an exchange processes cancellations immediately
upon receipt but processes marketable orders only after a fixed small delay. This market design also eliminates latency
arbitrage in the BCS model, and captures one aspect of FBAs in that orders can be canceled at any time while executions
can only occur with some delay (i.e., at the end of the batch interval), but it does have some weaknesses relative to FBAs
that are outside the model. Specifically, because it serially processes new orders, there still is a race to the top of the
book, and there still can be sniping races if there are stale limit orders provided by market participants who are not fast
enough to update within the delay window. Recent evidence in Aquilina, Budish and O’Neill (2020) suggests that stale
quotes taken in races are supplied by firms outside of the fastest HFTs more than 50% of the time. Such orders would
be vulnerable to sniping in an asymmetric delay market if not cancelled within the delay window, but would trade at a
price that reflects new public information in a FBA market. Please see Section VIII.C-D of Budish, Cramton and Shim
(2015) for a discussion of asymmetric speed bumps, and please see Baldauf and Mollner (2020) for a detailed theoretical
analysis.
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a uniform-price auction, rather than being serially processed upon receipt as in a limit order book.
More specifically, at the end of each time interval, the exchange aggregates all outstanding orders to
buy and sell — both new orders submitted in that interval and orders that remain outstanding from
previous intervals (i.e., neither executed nor canceled) — into demand and supply curves, respectively.
If demand and supply cross, then trades are executed at the market-clearing price.50 If necessary to
break ties on either side of the market, priority is based first on price, then discrete time (i.e., orders
that have been present in the book for strictly more intervals have higher priority if at the same price),
with any remaining ties broken randomly. The exchange then publicly announces (i) any trades that
occurred (quantities and prices, just as in the continuous market), and (ii) the updated state of the
order book, i.e., any orders that remain outstanding (just as in the continuous market).
Formal Model Details. We modify the Stage 3 trading game of our model of exchange competition
introduced in Section 3 as follows. We assume that an FBA exchange, which we call “Discrete” in
the formal analysis, first processes all cancelations received in a period of the trading game (reflecting
that in an FBA orders can be canceled at any moment in time), and then processes any new limit
or IOC orders received in that period, along with outstanding orders from previous periods, using
a uniform-price auction as described above, with price then discrete-time priority used to break any
ties. Note that, unlike the Continuous case, TF speed does not affect the order in which messages are
processed. Everything else about the Stage 3 trading game is the same as in Section 3. In particular,
in Period 1 of the trading game, TFs have an opportunity to submit limit orders, IOC orders, and
cancel messages to all exchanges; after these orders are processed, the resulting order book on each
exchange is displayed publicly as part of the state ω. In Period 2, if an investor or informed trader
arrives, they have a single opportunity to send IOC orders to all exchanges. If in Period 2 there
is public information, TFs can respond as before by sending IOC orders and cancel messages to all
exchanges, but because of the market design there will not be any latency arbitrage rents.
The only additional modification we make to our model is that Discrete exchanges do not sell
exchange-specific speed technology in Stage 1. Practically, we have in mind that an FBA exchange
would allow market participants to co-locate their servers and subscribe to proprietary market data,
but would not be able to charge prices commensurate with their role, on continuous exchanges, in
extracting sniping rents.51
To summarize, in Stage 1, Continuous exchanges set both trading and ESST fees, while Discrete
exchanges only set trading fees; in Stage 2, fast TFs make ESST adoption decisions for Continuous
exchanges; and in Stage 3, the infinitely repeated trading game is played with the modifications
50
In case there is an interval of market-clearing prices the midpoint of this interval is utilized; this case is not relevant
for our analysis.
51
For example, as of a few years ago Nasdaq offered four different levels of co-location services, with the most expensive
version about 2 microseconds (0.000002 seconds) faster than the least expensive version, and about 10 times the price
(IEX, 2015). An FBA exchange might be able to sell something akin to the cheapest version, but would not be able to
extract rents from latency arbitrage by selling an ever-so-slightly faster connection.
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described above. As before, our equilibrium concept is subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for Stages
1 and 2, and order book equilibrium for Stage 3 period 1. In Stage 3 period 2, investors and informed
traders have essentially unique optimal strategies, as before. In the event of public information in
Stage 3 period 2, TFs no longer have weakly dominant strategies as they did in a sniping race. We
prove that in any Nash equilibrium of the subgame that arises when there is new public information,
either all stale quotes are canceled or any trade that does occur is at the new value of y, i.e., the
price reflects the new public information. Hence, there are no latency arbitrage rents. We assume
that investors and informed traders play their optimal strategies and that TFs, in the event of public
information, play Nash equilibrium.
Before proceeding, we emphasize that the way in which we model competition between FBA
exchanges and the continuous market is only appropriate for sufficiently fast batch intervals, and
would become more practically strained with a longer batch interval.52 One reason is that for an FBA
exchange to have protected quotes under Reg NMS, the batch interval must be less than 1 millisecond
in order to satisfy the SEC’s de minimis delay standard (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
2016c; see Appendix A for further discussion). With a longer batch interval, the frictionless search
and access assumption in our trading game may thus be inappropriate. A second reason is that with
a longer batch interval, our assumption that at most one event happens per trading game (i.e., an
investor arrival, informed trader arrival, or public news) becomes less realistic.53

5.2

A Discrete and a Continuous Exchange

We first examine a single Discrete exchange competing against a single Continuous exchange; the case
of a single Discrete exchange competing against multiple Continuous exchanges will be economically
equivalent.54 Recall that if there was only a single Continuous exchange in operation charging zero
trading fees (see Section 3.2.1), a single unit of liquidity would be provided in equilibrium each trading
game by fast trading firms at a spread s∗continuous given by (3.1): λinvest

s∗continuous
2

= (λpublic + λprivate ) ·

L(s∗continuous ). In contrast, if there was only a single Discrete exchange also charging zero trading fees,
52
Practically, we think of the batch interval in this model as long enough for an exchange computer to effectively
batch process in the event that there is public news and multiple TFs respond, but then otherwise essentially as fast as
possible. Some industry participants have suggested to us that as little as 50 microseconds (i.e., 0.000050 seconds) would
be sufficient for this purpose, and our sense from aggregating many similar conversations is that 500 microseconds to 1
millisecond would be more than sufficient. Recent empirical evidence in Aquilina, Budish and O’Neill (2020) is consistent
with these magnitudes being enough to eliminate most latency arbitrage.
53
As noted above in footnote 14, even for the highest activity symbols in the market, nearly all milliseconds have neither
any trade nor change in the national best bid or offer. It is thus empirically reasonable for an investor or informed trader
to assume that nothing else will happen in the millisecond that they are trading, unless their trading is itself responding
to public news. Even at intervals like 1 second, which will sound very fast to an economist relative to the speed at
which fundamentals evolve, this is no longer the case. Whereas at 1 millisecond, more than 97.6% of milliseconds have
no trades or best bid or offer changes for SPY and more than 99.6% of milliseconds have no such activity for GOOG,
at 1 second the figures are just 3.5% for SPY and 37.1% for GOOG. These numbers are based on 12 randomly selected
trading days in 2018.
54
As discussed in Section 3.1, our theoretical analysis has shown that frictionless search and access enable multiple
Continuous exchanges to operate as if they were a single synthesized exchange. It will become clear from the equilibrium
that it makes no difference whether there is a single Continuous exchange or multiple Continuous exchanges that operate
as a single synthesized exchange.
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arguments developed in BCS imply that a single unit of liquidity would be provided in equilibrium at
the spread s∗discrete which solves:
λinvest

s∗discrete
= λprivate · L(s∗discrete ) .
2

(5.1)

The difference between (5.1) and (3.1) is the λpublic L(s∗ ) term — this reflects that Discrete eliminates
latency arbitrage rents, and hence the associated cost for liquidity providers. For this reason, s∗discrete <
s∗continuous . Intuitively, there are two reasons why Discrete eliminates latency arbitrage. First, the
discrete-time interval gives liquidity providers an opportunity to cancel stale orders in response to
public news before new orders are processed at the end of the batch interval. Second, competition
among trading firms in the batch auction ensures that transaction prices reflect public news, even if
there are stale quotes that are not canceled by the end of the batch interval.
Now consider the multiple exchange trading game between a Continuous and a Discrete exchange.
Suppose initially that trading fees on both exchanges are zero, and all TFs have purchased ESST from
the Continuous exchange. A reasonable prior might be that there exist multiple equilibrium outcomes:
for example, there might be an equilibrium where all liquidity is provided and taken from Continuous,
and another where all liquidity is provided and taken from Discrete. However, this is not the case:
Proposition 5.1. Consider the infinitely repeated Stage 3 subgame with a single Continuous and a
single Discrete exchange, assuming that in Stage 1 both exchanges set trading fees to zero and in
Stage 2 all fast trading firms have purchased exchange-specific speed technology from Continuous. Any
equilibrium has the following properties. In period 1 of each trading game: exactly one unit of liquidity
is provided on Discrete at bid-ask spread s∗discrete (defined in (5.1)) around the current value of y, and
no liquidity is provided on the Continuous exchange. In period 2 of each trading game: an investor,
upon arrival, immediately transacts one unit at the best bid or offer; an informed trader, upon arrival,
immediately transacts one unit at the best bid or offer if their privately-observed jump in y exceeds
s∗discrete
;
2

if there is a publicly-observed jump in y that exceeds

s∗discrete
,
2

either all TFs with stale quotes

cancel their stale quotes, or if the auction results in trade the auction price is the new value of y. Such
an equilibrium of the trading game exists.
To understand why liquidity cannot be offered on the Continuous exchange in equilibrium, first note
that a liquidity provider must charge at least the “zero-variable profit spread” on Continuous, denoted
s̄continuous and given by the solution to λinvest s̄continuous
− ( NN−1 λpublic + λprivate ) · L(s̄continuous ) = 0.55
2
This spread is strictly greater than s∗discrete . As a result, since investor demand is perfectly elastic
with respect to the bid-ask spread, if any liquidity provider on Continuous were (weakly) profitably
offering liquidity at some spread s ≥ s̄continuous , that provider could be (strictly) profitably undercut
on Discrete at a strictly smaller spread s0 ∈ (s∗discrete , s). Furthermore, any liquidity cannot be offered
at any spread other than s∗discrete in equilibrium on Discrete: any greater, and it could be profitably
55

This spread is smaller than s∗continuous given by (3.1) since it does not account for the opportunity cost of not sniping.
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undercut by another TF; any lower, and the liquidity provider would be losing money and be better off
withdrawing. We show that these arguments also imply that no liquidity can be offered on Continuous
in any Stage 3 trading game even if Discrete were to charge a strictly positive (but small enough)
trading fee f > 0.56
Given these results, we establish the following:
Proposition 5.2. Consider the full exchange competition game with a single Continuous exchange and
single Discrete exchange. Any equilibrium has the following properties: (i) in period 1 of each Stage
3 trading game, exactly one unit of liquidity is provided on Discrete and no liquidity is provided on
Continuous; (ii) Continuous earns zero profits; and (iii) Discrete charges strictly positive trading fees
and earns expected per-trading-game profits that exceed

N −1 ∗
N Πcontinuous .

Such an equilibrium exists.

In essence, Discrete is compensated for the elimination of the tax that latency arbitrage imposes
on trading. As long as Discrete charges a fee that is less than this tax, by enough to account for the
zero-variable profit deviation described above, it tips the market.
Propositions 5.1-5.2 may at first seem in tension with Proposition 9 of Glosten (1994), who finds
that the limit order book is in a sense “competition proof.” The explanation for this apparent contradiction is that the Glosten (1994) model precludes latency arbitrage — traders arrive to market
one-at-a-time, so it is not possible for there to be public information that multiple traders try to act
on at the same time. The reason Discrete “wins” against Continuous in our model is precisely that it
eliminates the latency arbitrage tax on liquidity.

5.3

Multiple Discrete Exchanges

Now consider the case of multiple Discrete exchanges. With at least two Discrete exchanges (and
potentially one or more Continuous exchanges), the resulting equilibrium has similar features to the
one derived in Proposition 3.2 with multiple Continuous exchanges:
Proposition 5.3. Consider the full exchange competition game with at least two Discrete exchanges.
Any equilibrium has the following properties: (i) at least one Discrete exchange charges zero trading
fees; (ii) in every iteration of the trading game, exactly one unit of liquidity is provided in aggregate
across only Discrete exchanges with zero trading fees at bid-ask spread s∗discrete around the current
value of y following Period 1; (iii) no liquidity is provided on Discrete exchanges with positive trading
fees or on Continuous exchanges; (iv) all exchanges earn zero profits. Such an equilibrium exists.
Just as in the case with multiple continuous exchanges as studied in Section 3, in equilibrium
multiple Discrete exchanges also operate as a single synthesized exchange: a single unit of liquidity is
56
Let s̄discrete (f ) (defined formally in the Appendix in (B.5)) denote the zero-variable-profit spread for a liquidity
provider on Discrete when Discrete charges trading fee f , so that s∗discrete = s̄discrete (0). The proof of Proposition 5.1
establishes that if s̄discrete (f )/2 + f < s̄continuous /2 (so that an investor would prefer trading on Discrete at spread
s̄discrete (f ) and paying a trading fee f to trading on Continuous at spread s̄continuous ), any profitable provision of
liquidity on Continuous could always be profitably undercut by liquidity provision on Discrete, and hence cannot occur
in equilibrium.
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always provided in each trading game, the depth-volume relationship ensures that the marginal unit of
liquidity is indifferent across exchanges, and equilibria differ from one another only in exchange market
shares. However, there are two key differences. First, the bid-ask spread is s∗discrete , not s∗continuous ,
which is better for investors and informed traders because s∗discrete < s∗continuous . Second, there are no
longer latency arbitrage rents for exchanges or trading firms.

5.4

Prisoner’s Dilemma

We have now analyzed equilibrium of the exchange competition game with multiple Continuous exchanges (Section 3), a single Discrete and one or more Continuous exchanges (Section 5.2), and multiple
Discrete exchanges (Section 5.3). It is straightforward to see that exchanges’ economic profits as a
function of their market designs constitute a prisoner’s dilemma:
• If all exchanges are Continuous: each exchange j earns (per trading game) economic profits of
N Fj∗ (Proposition 3.2).
• If there is a single Discrete exchange and all other exchanges are Continuous: the Discrete
exchange earns economic profits denoted ΠD , where ΠD ∈ ( NN−1 Π∗continuous , Π∗continuous ), and the
Continuous exchanges earn zero economic profits (Proposition 5.2).
• If there are multiple Discrete exchanges: all exchanges earn zero economic profits (Proposition
5.3).
Proposition 3.3 places an upper bound on exchange ESST revenues in (all Continuous), while Proposition 5.2 places a lower bound on the Discrete exchange’s profits in (a single Discrete, the remainder Continuous). These bounds and some simple algebra (Lemma B.4 in the appendix) yields that
ΠD > N Fj∗ for all exchanges j, for any equilibrium ESST revenues consistent with Proposition 3.3 and
for ΠD as characterized in Proposition 5.2. Discrete is thus a dominant strategy, but all exchanges
prefer (all Continuous), where they earn economic profits from speed technology, to (all Discrete)
where they do not. We summarize these results in the following Proposition.
Proposition 5.4. [Prisoner’s Dilemma] Add a Stage 0 to the exchange competition game in which
each of M exchanges simultaneously choose either to operate as a continuous limit order book exchange
(Continuous) or as a frequent batch auction exchange (Discrete). After these market design decisions,
Stages 1 through 3 of the exchange competition game are played as before, with equilibrium as characterized by either Proposition 3.2 (all Continuous), Proposition 5.2 (a single Discrete, the remainder
Continuous), or Proposition 5.3 (multiple Discrete). Exchange profits as a function of their market designs constitute a prisoner’s dilemma: Discrete is a dominant strategy, but all exchanges make
greater profits in the subgame in which all exchanges are Continuous than in the subgame in which all
exchanges are Discrete.
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In our analysis Discrete is a weakly dominant strategy, because an exchange’s profits are zero if
they are Continuous while there are one or more Discrete exchanges, and are also zero if they are one
of many Discrete exchanges. In practice, there are a few reasons incumbent exchanges might strictly
prefer positive share to zero share even at competitive trading fees; for example, there are the “Tape
Plan” data revenues discussed in Section 4.3, which are roughly proportional to market share.57 For
the purpose of our analysis of adoption incentives below we will assume that if there is an initial
adoption at least one incumbent will imitate.

5.5

Adoption Incentives

Given the prisoner’s dilemma payoff structure as summarized in Section 5.4, the analysis of exchange
adoption incentives is relatively standard.
Let cadopt denote the fixed costs of being the first adopter of Discrete. In practice, adoption
costs would include the costs of winning regulatory approval from the SEC for a new market design,
engineering costs, the costs of explaining the new design to market participants, etc. If the first adopter
is a de novo entrant, we assume that the entrant also has to pay a cost centry associated with setting up
a new exchange company, being granted a new exchange license by the SEC, etc. If the first adopter
is an incumbent they do not pay centry , since they already have entered, but instead pay opportunity
costs of no longer being a Continuous exchange. Since our analysis is all on a per-trading-game basis,
we will interpret cadopt and centry as per-trading-game costs paid in perpetuity.
We assume that if there is an initial adopter, whether a de novo or an incumbent, then incumbents
can imitate after T iterations of the trading game. Rather than formally modeling a dynamic entry
and adoption game, we directly assume that at least one incumbent does in fact imitate when able to
do so. As discussed above, this assumption represents that incumbents strictly prefer positive share
to zero share even at competitive trading fees.58
Adoption Incentives: A New Entrant Exchange. If a de novo entrant starts a new Discrete
exchange, the entrant earns revenues of ΠD per-trading game until it is imitated. Once imitated,
which occurs after T periods, the entrant earns zero profits. Let ρ ≡ (

PT

t=0 δ

t )/(P∞ δ t )
t=0

denote the

share of net present value represented by the first T iterations of an infinitely repeated series of trading
games, where δ < 1 denotes the per-trading game discount factor.59 The condition for a de novo to
57

For NYSE and Nasdaq specifically, another reason to strictly prefer positive share to zero share even at competitive
trading fees is the listings business. Listings are lucrative (both the listing fees per se and revenue from the opening and
closing auctions, which are hosted by the listings exchange), and seem to be reasonably sticky, but presumably it would
be difficult to maintain this business if regular-hours market share were too low.
58
In case helpful, this assumption can be formalized as follows. Let R denote the total revenue from non-latencysensitive data and assume R is split proportional to market share. Let cimitate denote the fixed cost of imitation. Then for
at least one incumbent j, their anticipated market share if they adopt Discrete, denoted σjD , satisfies σjD R − cimitate > 0.
59
In the terminology of Budish, Roin and Williams (2015) ρ is the ratio of an invention’s expected monopoly life to
L
its expected total life, or EM
.
ET L
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find entry profitable is thus:
ρΠD ≥cadopt + centry .

(5.2)

Profitable entry by a de novo thus depends not only on whether the profitability of a standalone
Discrete exchange ΠD is large relative to adoption and entry costs cadopt + centry , but also on the
term ρ which captures how quickly the entrant is imitated. Clearly, if ρ is small enough (5.2) will not
obtain, even if the magnitude of latency arbitrage, and hence ΠD , is large.
Adoption Incentives: An Incumbent Exchange.

The condition for incumbent exchange j to

find it profitable to adopt Discrete, given that all other incumbents are still Continuous, is:
N Fj∗

ρΠD ≥cadopt +

.

(5.3)

| {z }

(status-quo rents)

The left-hand-side of (5.3) is the same as that for the de novo entrant, (5.2). The right-hand-side
differs in that an incumbent does not incur entry costs, centry , but instead includes the incumbent’s
opportunity cost of losing the exchange-specific speed technology rents it earns in the status quo,
N Fj∗ . Our empirical results in Section 4.3 indicate that annual ESST revenues are on the order of $1
billion per year, which, at a discount rate of between 5% and 10%, has a net present value of between
$10-$20 billion. In contrast, anecdotal evidence suggests that centry is on the order of $100 million
(see Section 6.1). Thus, the adoption condition for incumbent exchanges with ESST profits to protect
is likely an order of magnitude more restrictive than the adoption condition for de novo entrants.
That incumbent exchanges continue to use the continuous limit order book market design is thus
consistent with them maintaining the “cooperative” all-Continuous outcome of the prisoner’s dilemma
summarized in Proposition 5.4. Does this sound reasonable? Consider the following quote from the
Chief Economist of Nasdaq at a publicly recorded academic event in November 2013 when asked about
adopting frequent batch auctions:
“Technologically, we could do it. The big issue, one of the big issues for us, when I talked
about cost, the cost we would bear, would be getting [the SEC] to approve it, which would
take a lot of time and effort, and if we got it approved, it would immediately be copied
by everybody else. . . . So we would have essentially no first-mover advantage if we put it
in there, we would have no incentive to go through the lift of creating [the new market
design].”60
60

The event was a Workshop of The Program in the Law and Economics of Capital Markets at
Columbia which featured a presentation of Budish, Cramton and Shim (2015) and an open discussion among the Program’s Fellows.
The video was available for 5 years at https://capitalmarkets.law.columbia.edu/content/fellow-workshops. A copy of the video is available via the internet wayback
machine at https://web.archive.org/web/20170418174002/https://www.law.columbia.edu/capital-markets/previousworkshops/2013 (accessed on Jan 8, 2019).
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(Emphasis added.) The quote suggests that industry participants believe that adoption costs are
substantial, and — more importantly — if a new market design turns out to be successful, it would be
swiftly imitated without much benefit to the first-mover. The quote does not underscore the additional
disincentive for incumbents to adopt, namely the potential loss of rents from selling speed technology
in the continuous market.

6

Discussion of Policy Implications

The basic question for policy is whether there will be a private-market solution to latency arbitrage
and the arms race (i.e., “will the market fix the market”), or would some sort of regulatory intervention
be required, and if so, of what form.
On the one hand, the analysis in Section 5 suggests that private-market incentives may not be sufficient, even if the magnitude of latency arbitrage is large (equations (5.2)-(5.3)). On the other hand,
the analysis in Section 5 indicates that if there is an entrant, it will gain share in any equilibrium
(Propositions 5.1-5.2). This suggests that, in the event that private incentives continue to be insufficient to motivate innovation, a potential option for policy is to provide a “push”. By push we mean
any policy that tips the balance of incentives sufficiently to cause either condition (5.2) or (5.3) to
obtain.61 Sections 6.1-6.2 discuss two such potential pushes. Section 6.3 does rough back-of-envelope
math to give a sense of magnitudes for the policy interventions and the overall costs and benefits for
the market.

6.1

Policy Response 1: Reduce entry and adoption costs.

Examining equation (5.2), it is immediate that if policy could sufficiently lower entry and adoption
costs (i.e., centry +cadopt ), it could ensure that a de novo entrant would have incentive to enter, because
the left-hand side of (5.2) is strictly positive.
The cost of starting a new stock exchange is significant, and the risk of a new stock exchange
design not getting approved is substantial as well. As evidence of the significant costs of entry, the
Investors’ Exchange (IEX) is estimated to have raised over $100M of venture capital in advance of its
approval as a stock exchange in June 2016 (Crunchbase, 2018); this figure would combine what we
call cadopt and centry . The Chicago Stock Exchange was purchased by NYSE for, reportedly, $70M,
and many industry observers speculated that the sole reason NYSE bought CHX was to acquire its
exchange license;62 that is, costs that are part of what we call centry . As evidence of the significant
61

In our model, both a “push” of the sort described in this section and a market-design mandate would accomplish the
same goal. Both would move the industry equilibrium from (all Continuous) to (all Discrete), and in doing so eliminate
latency arbitrage and the associated arms race. With realistic frictions we would not expect a push to move the market
to 100% adoption; see Section 6.3 and Appendix F for discussion. A mandate, by definition, would move the market to
100% adoption but raises other issues that are difficult to model. Understanding the full tradeoffs between these two
kinds of policy responses is beyond the scope of this paper.
62
The Wall Street Journal reported, of the merger, “Analysts say CHX’s most valuable asset is its license to run a
national securities exchange. Applying for a new exchange license from the SEC can take years” (Michaels and Osipovich,
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risk of a new stock exchange design not getting approved, again consider IEX and CHX. IEX went
through a protracted fight over its exchange design, and ultimately made significant concessions to
gain approval. CHX, too, went through a protracted regulatory process over its proposed exchange
design (CHX, 2017, 2018; U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 2017c), and ultimately withdrew
its proposal after being acquired by the NYSE Group (Michaels and Osipovich, 2018).
One specific way the SEC could lower the risk-adjusted costs of entering as a new exchange with
a new market design would be to proactively clarify what kinds of exchange designs are and are not
allowed within the boundaries of Reg NMS (see Budish, 2016c). Such proactive clarification would
certainly reduce risk, and would likely also reduce costs per se (e.g., legal costs).
In principle, if the social returns to a new market design are large but the private returns are
negative, this would also justify a direct entry subsidy. The subsidy could be provided either by the
government (with all the usual caveats) or by investors if they could find a way to act collectively.
The subsidy would need to be large enough to get inequality (5.2) to obtain.
We can bound the maximum necessary subsidy by centry +cadopt . The anecdotal evidence described
above suggests this is on the order of $100 million.

6.2

Policy Response 2: Modest exclusivity period.

Examining equations (5.2) and (5.3), a key parameter that determines whether the innovator has
sufficient incentive is ρ. The parameter ρ captures the speed with which the innovator is imitated.
The quote by the Nasdaq executive, “it would be immediately copied by everyone else,” is consistent
with ρ being small in practice. The speed with which IEX’s symmetric speed bump was imitated by
an exchange controlled by NYSE also speaks to ρ being small in practice.63
Our impression is that the reasons ρ might be small in practice are that the “hard” parts of starting
an exchange with a novel market design (given that the design itself has already been invented) are
getting regulatory approval and educating the market as to how the novel exchange design works,
whereas the actual programming and implementing of an exchange with a novel design is relatively
cheap and fast. Therefore, once a first-mover has done the hard work of getting regulatory approval
and educating the market, a second-mover can rapidly and cheaply imitate if they would like.
This economic issue — that a potential innovator would not have incentives to invest if their
innovation will be quickly imitated — is of course a familiar one. In many other contexts, the problem
is solved by patents or other legal forms of market exclusivity (see Williams, 2017). Such policies
2018). At an industry conference attended by one of the authors around that time, numerous industry participants
referred to CHX’s value to NYSE as coming entirely from its “medallion,” i.e., its license to run a stock exchange.
63
IEX’s exchange application was approved in June 2016. In Jan 2017 NYSE MKT LLC, subsequently renamed
NYSE American, filed for approval to incorporate an analogous speed bump into its exchange (“... the proposed Delay
Mechanism would function similarly to the intentional delay mechanism of IEX ...”) and explicitly cited IEX’s approval
as legal precedent for its approval (“The proposed rule text is based on Supplementary Material ... to IEX Rule 11.510
without any substantive differences”). The SEC approved the proposal in May 2017, citing the similarity to IEX (“... the
Commission does not find any legal basis to distinguish the Exchange’s proposed Delay Mechanism from the IEX access
delay.”) Please see NYSE MKT LLC (2017) and U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (2017b), respectively for
details. Please see footnote 7 and Budish (2016b) regarding the strengths and limitations of IEX’s speed bump design.
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explicitly trade off the static inefficiency of monopoly for the dynamic efficiency of eliciting useful
innovations.
Here, patents do not seem to be a viable way to create market exclusivity for at least two reasons.
First, the specific market design of frequent batch auctions is in the public domain. Second, even if
frequent batch auctions were patented, to be effective the intellectual property protection would have
to cover all possible market designs that eliminate latency arbitrage. As evidence of the difficulty of
this, consider that the Chicago Mercantile Exchange filed for a patent (Hosman et al., 2017) in Jan
2016 for a market design idea that a close reader will recognize as, in essence, a form of batch auction,
without using the word “auction” a single time.64
A potential alternative way to create market exclusivity would be to have the SEC grant a modest
period of exclusivity to the innovator, during which time other exchanges would not be allowed to
imitate the design (either identically or with designs judged by the SEC to be essentially similar). This
idea is somewhat analogous to a practice of the Food and Drug Administration, wherein it grants a
period of market exclusivity for certain kinds of drugs that, for various reasons, are not patentable (see
21 CFR § 314.108 2018 and Food and Drug Administration, 2015). The purpose of the FDA policy
is to induce drug companies to go through the effort and expense of the FDA clinical trials necessary
to bring a new drug to market. Analogously, the purpose of the SEC exclusivity period would be to
induce an exchange company to go through the effort and expense of the SEC approval process, and
the other costs associated with developing and implementing a new market design.

6.3

Rough Magnitudes

Recent empirical evidence in Aquilina, Budish and O’Neill (2020) finds that latency arbitrage profits
as a proportion of trading volume is about 0.4 basis points in UK equity markets (0.004%). This
number would imply annual latency arbitrage profits in U.S. equity markets on the order of $2 billion
per year, based on the approximately $50 trillion of annual regular-hours on-exchange trading volume,
or about $0.0020 per share, based on approximately 1 trillion shares traded. Exchange ESST revenues
combined with the bound from the theory (Proposition 3.3) also point to annual latency arbitrage
profits of roughly this magnitude; see the discussion in Section 4.3. A discount rate of between 5% and
10% applied to the $2 billion per year figure implies that the net present value of latency arbitrage
profits in U.S. equity markets is on the order of $20 to $40 billion. While admittedly rough, and based
on extrapolation from UK equities which may not be comparable to U.S. equities, this gives a sense
of magnitudes for the benefits of addressing latency arbitrage in the U.S. stock market.
64

Here is an excerpt of the text from the abstract of the CME patent application (emphasis added): “The disclosed
embodiments may mitigate such [latency] disparities by buffering or otherwise grouping temporally proximate competing
transactions together upon receipt, e.g. into a group, collection, set, bucket, etc., and subsequently arbitrating among
those grouped competing transactions, in a manner other than solely based on the order in which the competing transactions
in the group were received, to determine the order in which those competing transactions will be processed, thereby
equalizing priority of transactions received from participants having varying abilities to rapidly submit transactions or
otherwise capitalize on transactional opportunities” (Hosman et al., 2017).
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This magnitude suggests that an entry subsidy almost surely passes a cost-benefit test. Getting
a sense of magnitudes for the exclusivity period is more involved. In Appendix F, we provide details
for a back-of-the-envelope calculation that suggests an exclusivity period on the order of 1-2 years
might be sufficient. For this calculation, we use estimates of the magnitude of latency arbitrage from
Aquilina, Budish and O’Neill (2020) and, in a stylized manner, take account of frictions that are
outside of the analysis in Section 5. Specifically, we consider tick-size constraints, agency frictions
between investors and brokers trading on their behalf, and investors and liquidity providers not being
perfectly elastic with respect to prices net of fees. Though a richer model and a more direct estimate of
the magnitude of latency arbitrage in the U.S. stock market would be needed to get to a number with
more confidence, we hope this exercise at least gives a sense of magnitudes that a relatively modest
exclusivity period could be sufficient to induce entry.

7

Conclusion

In the quotation at the beginning of this paper, the SEC Chair asked “whether trading venues have
sufficient opportunity and flexibility to innovate successfully with initiatives that seek to deemphasize
speed as a key to trading success. . . ” We have put forth a theoretical model of stock exchange competition that clarifies why, even if allowed, exchanges may not want to innovate: they profit from the
speed race generated by the existing market design. Our story is not about new markets failing to
gain traction if introduced (as may be the case in other settings with stronger network externalities
and potential for coordination failure), but rather one of incumbents protecting rents. The modest
policy proposals put forth in the last section are designed with this perspective in mind. Rather than
mandate a particular market design, these proposals, which borrow simple economic insights from the
innovation and intellectual property literature, attempt to alter the incentives for private innovation
in ways that better align private incentives with social interests, to encourage “the market to fix the
market.”
The ideas in this paper are already having some modest policy impact. In October 2019, the
SEC issued a statement inviting market design proposals for the thinly-traded segment of the U.S.
stock market. In this proposal, the SEC explicitly points to batch auctions as a potential market
design alternative it encourages, and signals willingness to suspend Unlisted Trading Privileges for
stocks listed on exchanges that so innovate (see U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 2019a,b).
Suspending UTP is a way of creating exclusivity for the innovator, analogous to our ideas in Section
6.2.65 In February 2020, the SEC issued a proposed reform to the market for exchange data (U.S.
65

Since suspending UTP would make trading exclusive to a single exchange per stock (the listing exchange) it would
be important to think carefully about the resulting trading fees. In our analysis of equilibrium with a single Discrete
exchange (Proposition 5.2), trading fees on the Discrete exchange are disciplined by competition from the Continuous
exchange. Without UTP, the discipline on trading fees could come either from competition among listing exchanges
(i.e., if a listing exchange raises its trading fee too much, listed companies can switch exchanges), competition from
off-exchange trading venues, or explicit fee caps.
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Securities and Exchange Commission, 2020a). The proposed rule cited our theoretical finding that
each exchange has market power in the sale of proprietary market data and related speed technology
(pg. 366), as well as our empirical finding that exchanges earn significant revenue from selling these
products (pg. 365). In a policy address on the topic of market data and exchange governance at
around that time, Commissioner Robert J. Jackson Jr. cited our work and said “Without changing
[the] incentives, we cannot and should not expect the market to fix the market.”66 (Jackson, 2020)
A standalone contribution of this paper, separable from our motivating question about market
design innovation, is the development of an industrial organization (IO) model of the modern U.S.
stock exchange industry. One natural direction for future research would be to use the model as a
starting point for analysis of the entry and merger incentives of stock exchanges.67 Another natural
direction for future research is to extend this style of analysis — at the intersection of market design,
IO and finance, with theory and empirical work guided by institutional and regulatory details —
to other asset classes and geographies with different regulatory frameworks. As emphasized in the
text, futures markets would be of particular interest, since the seemingly small difference that futures
contracts are not fungible across exchanges leads to large differences in industry structure.68 The U.S.
Treasury secondary market would be another natural subject, given both its size and importance per
se, and recent scrutiny regarding market design issues (Powell, 2015; Joint Staff Report, 2015).
66

The speech also specifically cited our theoretical finding that exchanges have market power in the sale of speed
technology: “Important recent research shows that, even when the market for trading is perfectly competitive, exchanges
can extract supra-competitive rents from selling speed technology in the form of proprietary data feeds.”
67
A recently announced entrant exchange, the Members’ Exchange (MEMX), is owned by a consortium of nine major
trading firms and broker-dealers. From reports to date, it appears that MEMX is not innovating on market design, but
rather seems motivated by concern over rising fees for proprietary data, co-location and connectivity, as we documented in
Stylized Fact #7 (Osipovich, 2019b; Levine, 2019). In this regard, MEMX’s entry might be interpretable as a combination
of business-stealing in the sense of Mankiw and Whinston (1986) and an attempt to gain bargaining leverage, rather than
innovation on welfare-enhancing dimensions. One industry analyst remarked “we’ve seen this playbook before—it’s BATS
2.0” (Stafford, 2019). BATS and Direct Edge, like MEMX, also entered as continuous exchanges owned by consortia
of market participants. In our model of the status quo, since exchanges earn positive profits from exchange-specific
speed technology, there is an incentive to enter as another continuous exchange if the entrant has a way of obtaining
market share. To analyze business-stealing entry more fully, a researcher would have to extend our model to study the
determination of equilibrium exchange market shares.
68
Interestingly, in early 2019, one of the world’s largest futures exchange operators, the Intercontinental Exchange,
filed for approval for a market design that would address latency arbitrage (Osipovich, 2019a), even while its subsidiary,
the New York Stock Exchange, has in the past opposed such innovations in equity markets.
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